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Family weekend reconnects
Students reunite with family members to celebrate and relax together on family weekend.
KATHERINE SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

Families of the more than 16,000
undergraduate students at Clemson
University flooded into the city on
Friday, Sept. 6 as the Family Weekend
festivities began.
With the 52-13 victory over South
Carolina State University taking the
spotlight of the weekend, families
celebrated their students as well as their
team. The sold-out game gathered
quite a bit of attention simply because
it was following the record-breaking
Georgia game.
"My parents love to get involved
in Clemson," Lindsey Newingham,
a sophomore, said about seeing her
family over the weekend.
"They drove nine hours in the
RV with our puppy for the game and
had a big tailgate and invited all of
my friends. Both of my parents went
to a small liberal arts school, so they
are happy to get the chance to be a part
of the Clemson experience."
Unless their parents have another
connection to Clemson and attended
the Georgia football game, this is
the first time that most students

have seen their parents since they
arrived in Clemson on move-in
weekend. Walking through campus
on Friday as parents were arriving,
there was a bit of screaming as families
were reunited.
Throughout the weekend, there
were many different opportunities
for families to be involved in the
Clemson experience. On Friday,
Clemson offered campus tours, as well
as tours of the Calhoun Mansion.
The university also offered
information sessions on Clemson's
history and traditions. On Friday
night, they kicked off the first annual
Family Fest, held at Campus Beach
and Recreation Area. This included a
cookout, lake activities and a bonfire.
On Saturday before the football game,
there was a family tailgate at Fike
Recreation Center. Parents were then
encouraged to attend the sold-out S.C.
State game with their children.
A usually less popular football game
weekend because of the unranked FCS
team, the game was completely sold
out this year. All Clemson students

see FAMILY page A4

Annual tradition invites families to reunite for a weekend to have fun and catch up after a busy first few weeks.

Theta Tau in
the Flugtag

9/11 remembered in
campus tribute

Engineering fraternity hopes to fly.

Display memorializes those killed in terrorist attacks.

NOAH WISCH
STAFF WRITER

On September 21, team Theta
Tau
Presents
Hammer
Time,
comprised of members of Theta Tau,
Clemson's professional engineering
fraternity, will travel to Miami to
participate in the National Red
Bull Flugtag.
During this competition, teams will
test the flying machines they created.
Each machine is required to have a
maximum wingspan of 28 feet and
a maximum weight of 400 pounds,
which includes the pilot of the craft. In
addition to size and weight requirements,
the craft must also be solely humanpowered; pilots with strong calves

are highly recommended. Teams are
composed of one pilot, along with four
others who aid in the takeoff of the craft
before it is launched off a 30-foot pier
over water. Theta Tau was chosen out of
1,007 applicants to make it to the final
33 teams competing in Bayfront Park,
Miami. The competition is open to
anyone, not just college students.
Carolyn Lennon, the president of
Theta Tau, shared that the application
process consisted of explaining "who we
are, why we want to compete and, most
importantly, our craft design."
Theta Tau's competition team is
composed of senior Chesdey Couch,
juniors Mike Jones, Justin McAllister
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Last Wednesday, the lawn in front
of the amphitheater was transformed
into a tribute to those killed in the
attacks on Sept. 11, 2001.
Students walking by on their way
to classes began their day with a silent
reminder of the tragedies that took
place 12 yeais ago.
The tribute, taking the form of a
numeric '9-11' made up of small flags
placed into the grass, was put together
by the Clemson Young Americans
for Freedom, a political student
organization. The group worked late at

see 9/11 page A5

see FLUCTAC page A5
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In new attempt to beat the system, athletes are turning to Deer Antler Spray.
HENRY WEST
STAFF WRITER

Growth hormones in sports have
been a hot topic for many years now.
Recently, a long list of potential
hormone growth hormone users,
including Alex Rodriguez, was revealed
in Major League Baseball.
Human growth hormone (HGH)
has been around for quite some time,
but a new legal substance marketed as
Deer Ander Spray has caused a stir in
the NFL.
Deer Ander Spray was the focus
of much speculation during last year's
playoffs when many people said Ray
Lewis had used this NFL-banned
substance to speed up the recovery of
his torn triceps.
Since
then,
the
previously
unknown substance has seen an
increase in popularity and in use.
Deer Ander Spray comes from exacdy

where you would expect: deer anders.
The spray, however, contains IGF-1,
which is a form of human growth
hormone. Its effects are very similar
to that of HGH, but the appeal of
the substance is that it is legal and
virtually undetectable.
While its legality appeals to
all, the fact that it is untraceable is
what makes it so appealing to major
league athletes looking for a leg up on
the competition.
The reason that IGF-1 in deer
ander spray is untraceable is because it
shares structural similarities with that
of anabolic insulin.
When doping agencies test the
blood of major league players, the
IGF-1 is mistaken for naturally
occurring insulin.
When Ray Lewis was suspected
of using Deer Antler Spray for
increased muscle re-growth no
one could prove it through blood

China looks to
prevent rumors
Chinese internet users face punishment.
KELLY GLASSON
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Misleading
information
and
rumors spreading online are a problem
not only in the U.S., but also across
the world. This is why China is now
putting into place tough measures
designed to stop the spreading of
inaccurate rumors.
The Chinese government has
started threatening three years in jail
if a person posts something untrue
that is widely shared or reposted. They
referred to these posts as "irresponsible
rumors" and plan to put an end to the
misuse of the Internet.
Currently, Chinese citizens will be
charged with defamation if the online
rumors they have created are visited
by 5,000 Internet users or have been
shared and reposted over 500 times.
This could lead to three years in
prison, which is the standard sentence
for defamation in China.
"I think it's going to be extremely
difficult for the Chinese government
to define what is punishable and to
what degree of punishment is fair
based on a rumor," Mallory Cason, a
senior, said.
The backlash of online rumorspreading has had serious effects on
every country with access to this
informational outlet.
According to Yahoo News, "People
have been hurt and reaction in society
has been strong, demanding with
one voice serious punishment by the
law for criminal activities like using
the internet to spread rumors and
defame people," Sun Jungong, a court
spokesman. A new issue facing China
now is the changing face and purpose

of social media. It raises the question,
who will post online now for fear of
being punished?
"I feel like that's a harsh punishment
for spreading rumors, even though
people shouldn't be spreading them
to begin with," Jordan Gaillard, a
junior, said.
The final push the government
needed to put these plans into effect
was an online rumor that claimed
a soup made from dead babies had
gone on sale in the Guangdong
province. President Xi Jinping's
newly-installed government believes
this campaign is completely necessary
and dozens of detentions for this very
crime have been reported in the last
few months. This includes well-known
bloggers and journalists who are being
detained on accusations of slander and
inciting social unrest.
Many Chinese Internet users
agree, claiming that getting 500 shares
or reposts is not all that difficult
in today's age of media and this
may lead to punishment too harsh
for the crime. China defends their
right to deter defaming other people
over the Internet in their country,
claiming there is a fine line between
"slander" and "freedom of speech,"
and the problem they are facing is one
of slander.
The new government at Ptesident
Xi Jinping's side does not want to
loosen their grip on the power they
exert over their country and its
Internet outlets.
"Who is to say if a rumor is bad
and how bad is it," Cason said. "I think
the Chinese government is trying too
hard to micromanage, therefore I don't
foresee any of this legislature working."

tests, and he was acquitted. This
demonstrates the necessity of having
a way to test for IGF-1 in the blood.
There have been some suggestions for
testing methods, but since it is so
similar to insulin, these methods may
not pan out.
Another characteristic of Deer
Antler Spray is that it is very unstable
when not kept properly and may
become ineffective.
In one case to maintain its apparent
effectiveness, a manufacturer actually
diluted the substance with anabolic
steroids — which caused an NFL
player to fail a doping test. This brings
up the question of the ethics of using
the spray.
Most steroids or human growth
hormones, when used improperly,
cause a plethora of diseases that are not
worth the risk.
Sports
science
is
always
advancing by finding ways that

Deer antlers contain IGF-1, a human growth hormone that is hard to detect.
athletes might cheat the system to
become stronger and faster. To date,
there has been no evidence that

Deer Antler Spray causes any health
defects, but the science behind this
substance is still very rudimentary.
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Inspiration Unseen
How the story of John Andrew
Jackson, an ex-slave from
South Carolina, sparked a
literary cornerstone.
Article by: Kayla Cobb, Associate Editor
Photos by: Nathan Pretorius, Photo Editor

Susanna Ashton, a Clemson English professor, believes she may have found one of the
slaves that helped prominently influence Harriet Beecher Stowe's best known book, "Uncle
Tom's Cabin."
According to Will Kaufman, a professor at Edinburgh University, the novel "helped lay
the groundwork for the Civil War." The book was published in 1852 and quickly became the
second best selling book of the 19th century, second only to the Bible. "It's hard to overestimate how many people were touched by that book," Ashton said.
Before the book was published, Stowe mentioned in a letter to her sister that she sheltered a runaway slave in her house in the middle of the night. Dr. Susanna Ashton believes that
John Andrew Jackson is that slave.
Ashton has been researching the life of John Andrew Jackson, who was a slave at a
plantation in Sumter County, which is now Lehigh County, South Carolina. After having his
wife and children taken from him, Jackson managed to escape to Charleston and from there,
take a boat to Boston where he tried to raise enough money to free his family. Before he was
able to raise enough money, the Fugitive Slave Act, which was passed in 1850, declared that all
runaway slaves were to be captured and returned to their masters. Jackson then had to flee from
Boston as quickly as possible. It is around this time when Jackson was escaping to Canada that
he met Harriet Beecher Stowe.
Originally, Ashton did not think much of the encounter; Stowe was involved with the Underground Railroad around this time, and several people have documented meeting her. It was
only when she compared the timelines that she realized the true impact of Jackson and Stowe's
encounter. "When I actually looked at it, I was like holy smokes! He actually visited her before
she was famous," Ashton said. "He visited her right after the Fugitive Slave Act had passed
and before 'Uncle Tom's Cabin.'"
Before the encounter, Stowe and her family had been abolitionists. She knew where she
stood on the issue of slavery; she had seen and met slaves before, and she had even been to
slave auctions, but Ash'torTberreves that this interaction with Jackson completely transformed
the way Stowe viewed slavery. Later, Stowe mentioned in a letter to her sister that she had
sheltered a slave in the middle of the night. Ashton describes Stowe's connections to slavery
before this point as "very abstract and distant."
She argues that Stowe's harboring of Jackson cemented the immorality of slavery to
Stowe. "It's very different, under the penalty of law, opening your door in the middle of winter,

in the dark no doubt, and letting a man with a scarred back, desperate to hide, stay with you in
your house with your babies," Ashton said. "That's a different moment of an encounter."
According to Ashton, this moment helped empower Stowe to write "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
"I will say that I think he gave her a reason to write that she hadn't fully had and that he gave
her, maybe, the emotional power she needed," Ashton said. "There are certainly characters
in her novel, Uncle Tom is one, but characters in her novel who share traits of Jackson's,
including some of the female characters. But that's too complicated to go into."
But the most interesting aspect of this narrative may not be what Harriet Beecher Stowe
wrote, but what John Andrew Jackson put to paper. After fleeing from Massachusetts, Jackson
used the Underground Railroad to escape to Canada. Along the way, he encountered several
intellects, priests and clergymen, and Ashton believes it is from these people that Jackson
learned to read and write. Afterward, Jackson traveled to England where he was involved with
several influential clergymen, and it was during this time that Jackson wrote a book about bis
life entitled "The Experience of a Slave in South Carolina."
One of the most interesting aspects of Jackson's life was his relationship with South
Carolina. After the Civil War ended, Jackson returned to live in the state with his second wife
and children. "Jackson's life was very rich and full and complicated and active in service for
decades after the Civil War," Ashton said. "He really loved South Carolina. Despite the pain,
it was his home."
But Ashton is more interested in Jackson's motives for writing his book. "Why would
you write the story of your life? What empowered him to make him think that his life was
worth telling?" Ashton believes that this empowerment came from the very source he
empowered — Harriet Beecher Stowe. "He had seen that words can change the world, and
that your truth ... can change people," Ashton said. "But most of all he had seen a woman, a
woman mind you, write a book that changed the world, writing a story that had helped play a
part in the most consequential social revolution in Western civilization, which is the overthrow
of slavery in the modern era."
It is this simultaneous creation of two different influential books that really intrigues Ashton. "So okay fine, he inspired 'Uncle Tom's Cabin,' but I think he empowered it, and I think
the encounter with her empowered him to write his own book a decade later* So two books
came from this encounter, not one."
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CLEMSON TWEETS
- SEPT. >I
ITS ONLY THE 3RD WEEK OF SCHOOL AND MY TEACHER
HAS ALREADY GAVE OUT 19 ASSIGNMENTS... HMM...
THAT'S WHY I HAVE AN F"

received an email last week announcing
the events.
While the Family
Weekend
activities are primarily designed for
underclassmen whose parents might not
have had much exposure to the Clemson
experience, many upperclassmen are still
very involved in the weekend activities.
"The older I get, the more I realize how

important my family is." AnnaMarie
Rose, a senior, said. "Being a senior,
I've realized I will experience a lot of
'lasts' at Clemson this year, including
Family Weekend.
We have done the tailgates, games
and cocktails, but each year is a new
memory with my family that I would
never want to miss out on."
Even freshmen parents who were
not able to travel to Clemson for the

weekend still found a way to interact
with their students.
"I lost my gym bag at Fike my
first week here," Patrick Williamson, a
freshman, said. "I've been here for weeks
with only one pair of shoes. My parents
couldn't come this weekend because I live
six hours away, so they sent a huge duffel
bag with one of my friend's parents.
It was really great even though they
weren't here."

RORY PABMLEY @FAROYL

KAITLYfl ILLSEY ©KJILLSLEY ~ SEPT. tl

"I CANT GET ENOUGH OF THIS PLACE #CLEMSON"
AMBER @HEARTOF_ASH - SEPT. n

"GEEZ, #CLEMSON IS STARTING TO WEAR ME DOWN!
EXHAUSTED #STUDYTIE #IWANTANAP #ALLIN"
CLEMSON ALUM @CLEMSOH_ALUM - SEPT. 10

"IF YOU DON'T LOVE CLEMSON THEN YOU'RE WRONG#21 PUBLIC UNIVERSITY, #3 FOOTBALL, BEST TAILGATE,
STADIUM AND TOP HEISMAN CANDIDATE #GOTIGERS"
KAY @KAYL1K0ITA — SEPT. 11

'CLEMSON ADVISES STUDENTS NOT TO APPROACH FERAL
ANIMALS ON CAMPUS. TOO BAD. ME AND THE RABID CAT
NEAR MY DORM WERE REALLY HITTING IT OFF:("
JACKSON UAUOHAN @J_VAUGHAN216 - SEPT. 11

"HAVING TO WAIT 12 DAYS FOR CLEMSON FOOTBALL IS A
CRUEL JOKE"

Clemson students and their families enjoy each other's company while tailgating during the S.C. State game.

THIS WEEK IN HISTORY:
September 13 - September 19

HANNAH HAIRE ©WHATUPHAN - SEPT. 10

SEPTEMBER 13,1814 - FRANCIS scon KEY WROTE A POEM THAT IS SET

"CAN CLEMSON STOP ACCEPTING SO MANY PEOPLE SO
WE CAN HAVE PARKING SPOTS AND GO TO CLASS AND
LEARN OR SOMETHING"

TO MUSIC IN 1931 AND BECAME AMERICAS NATIONAL ANTHEM, "THE STAR
SPANGLED BANNER"

SARAH KEISTLER @SARAH_KEISTLER - SEPT. 11

SEPTEMBER 13,2004-OPRAH WINFREY SURPRISED HER AUDIENCE BY GIVING
AWAY ALMOST 300 NEW CARS

@CLEMSONCRUSHES IS CLEMSON'S VERSION OF
GOSSIP GIRL"
CALL

l.@CALM!

T. 11

"I LOVE BEING ABLE TO LISTEN TO THE CLEMSON BAND
PLAY LITTLE MERMAID AS I WALK THROUGH CAMPUS"

"I FEEL LIKE 90% OF THE tfCLEMSON CAMPUS IS SICK
RIGHT NOW #WASHYOURHANDSPEOPLE"

SEPTEMBER 15,1954-MARILYN MONROE'S FAMOUS SKIRT SCENE WAS FILMED
SEPTEMBER 15,1978- MUHAMMAD ALI DEFEATED LEON SPINKS TO WIN HIS
THIRD HEAVYWEIGHT BOXING TITLE, AND BECAME THE FIRST BOXER TO EVER DO SO
SEPTEMBER 16,1932 - GHAND! BEGAN FASTING TO PROTEST CASTE SEPERATiGN

SEPT. 11

"SAD TO HEAR ABOUT CHARONE PEAKE WAS HOPING BIG
THINGS FOR HIM THIS SEASON #CLEMSON"

SEPTEMBER 17,1787-THE U.S. CONSTITUTION WAS SIGNED BY 38 DELEGATES
AT THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION IN PHILADELPHIA

"CLEMSON IS SO MUCH NICER THAN COLUMBIA"

SEPTEMBER 19,1974-COMEDIAN AND TALK SHOW HOST JIMMY FALLON
WAS BORN
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Wedding bells at halftime
Clemson alumnus married during halftime of the South Carolina State game.
KRISHNA TONEY
STAFF WRITER

This past Saturday, Death Valley
rang out not only with cheers of
victory for the Tigers, but also with
wedding bells.
Bill
Stephens
and
Vickie
Desourdy were joined by their friends
and family from all over the country
as they exchanged wedding vows at a
modest ceremony conducted during
halftime of the Clemson versus South
Carolina State game. The wedding
took place as part of their tailgate in
Lot 2 Space 50.
Bill Stephens graduated from
Clemson in 1984 with a degree
in chemical engineering, and then
served in the Navy for five years.
Vickie is also a former member of the
armed forces, having retired last year.
During her active duty, she
served in the U.S. Army as a part
of the Medical Corps. She was
deployed several times to both Iraq
and Afghanistan and is a wounded
war veteran.
The Aiken couple shares a
passion for football and a love for
and loyalty to the Clemson Tigers.
The Stephens' wedding took months
to plan. They said that although this
day was overwhelming to plan, they
wanted it to be "special and unique."

Though the couple hoped to
marry on the field during halftime, they say are "happy to be
a part of anything Clemson."
Their unique wedding ceremony
serves as a testament to their
commitment to Clemson and to
each other.
The Stephens knew from the
start that they wanted to have their
wedding ceremony at a Clemson
football game tailgate. It allowed
their family and friends to "relax
and enjoy themselves" during this
extraordinary day.
When asked if it was a difficult
decision to hold their wedding at
the football game, Vickie said, "It
was not hard," and that the couple
"decided to marry at the Clemson
tailgate/halftime as a tribute to both
our love of the game and my husband
being an alum."
The couple showed off their
Clemson
pride
by
requesting
all of their guests to wear orange
and purple to the ceremony. They
also enjoyed a Clemson-themed
wedding cake.
Tony Woods, an associate in arts
major atTri-CountyTech said that he
believes that "it's a great idea to have
the wedding ceremony at a tailgate,
because it really does show the love for
the tigers."

Bill Stephens and Vickie Desourdy, both veterans, say their vows together in a way that celebrates their beloved Tigers.
Freshman Sue Patterson feels
that this wedding is "all about the
couple and what they love in life. It
affirms that Clemson is like home
to many people, especially those
who graduated."
She also said that though some
may question the couple's decision,
"It's obvious that they love Clemson,
so I see nothing wrong with it." This
connection that Clemson establishes

with its alumni resonated so strongly
with Bill and Vickie that it prompted
them to hold their ceremony as
a part of a once-in-a-lifetime
tailgating experience.
Meagan Cain, a freshman, also
supports activities such as this
wedding taking place on Clemson's
campus. "I think it is awesome that
someone would have a wedding
during a Clemson football game. It

9/11 from page Al

FLUGTAG from page Al

night to make sure students would wake
up to a noteworthy memorial.
The group, led by Chairman Nick
James, a junior management major,
wanted their peers to remember
the event.
"We do this display every year
because we think it's important
that people our age and people of
all ages never forget the tragedy and
the murders that occurred from the
terrorist attacks on September 11,"
James said. "We put this big display
up because we feel like a lot of people
do walk by, and they don't know that
it's September 11, and they stop and
they look and they look down at their
watch or their phone like 'wow, today is
September 11.'"
Viewed from a distance, the tribute
is an obvious reminder of the date on
which the attacks took place. But from
closer up, the subtleties of the memorial
can be distinguished.
The top of the '9' is shaped like the
Pentagon, and the '11' resembles the
World Trade Center buildings. Below
this is a plane representing Flight 93.
Perhaps the most subtle detail
of the tribute are the miniature flags
themselves — one to stand for each of
the over 3,000 people who perished in
the attacks.
Students walking past the tribute
were, for the most part, caught in
quiet and individual contemplation.
Some kept walking, others stopped
to observe.
"I think that a lot of people in our
generation, since we were so young
when it happened, don't think that it's
important anymore, and most people

and Kelly Gilliland and sophomore
Erin Carpenter. Several members of the
fraternity volunteered to work on the
craft's design and rendering based on
what they could contribute to the team.
Lennon said, "The team and some
supporting members from the fraternity
have been working on the craft since
the beginning of July. So far we've been
working on the model for approximately
80 hours but have yet to finish. We
have a deadline of Sept. 18, since
we need to load it into the U-Haul
for transportation down to Miami
on Sept. 19."
Member Chesdey Couch shared
that "logistics" was one of the challenges
the team has faced while creating the
Flugtag. He went on to explain that
although "many of us have tackled
more complex engineering builds, ...
managing materials, work space, cost
and people of very different backgrounds
has been a challenge, especially in just
finding somewhere to build. Using a
hammer can quickly make a machine do
want we want, but that is frowned upon
when it comes to people."
Each team will be pushing their
crafts out into the Biscayne Bay, Fla.
According to Lennon, Theta Tau's

The tribute featured over 3,000 miniature flags — one for each of the victims.
probably will go through tomorrow and
not think about it," Emily Richards, a
sophomore, said. "3,000 people died,
and a terrible thing happened, so we
need to remember it for as long as
we can."
The tribute is for most a reminder
of tragedy and an invitation to reflect
on the event. For others, though, it has
inspired them to become more involved
on campus, including sophomore
Casey Wheeler. "I remember last year
when I saw this," Wheeler said. "It
meant a lot to me, and I knew that I
would want to be involved in doing it
the next year."
Though the events of September
11 were felt by most of America, some
students felt its effects more closely
than others. Jessica Plummer, who
volunteered to help create the tribute,

has a number of family members
involved in the combat that followed
the attacks.
"I have four older brothers that are
fighting overseas," Plummer said. "It
has a special meaning to me. I was in
third grade when it happened, but my
oldest brother is 30, so 10 years ago it
meant a ton to him. He's a Navy SEAL.
I've got two other brothers who are
Navy SEALs. And I've got a younger
brother that just entered the Marines.
And all four of them are overseas, so for
me it's a big deal because my family's
over there fighting for everybody."
The tribute was able to serve as a
reminder of what happened just over
a decade ago. The students involved
in the tribute are confident that this
mission will continue in the years
to come.

SPHOU

shows how Clemson alumni have so
much pride for this school, and that
pride is generated throughout the
entire student body. It shows that
Clemson supports all of its past and
present students, and them having
the wedding during halftime goes
to show you that the Clemson spirit
never dies," and that once one is a
Clemson Tiger, "you will always have
a place to call home."

craft was inspired by a "simple fixedwing glider."
The glider will need to attain a
speed of 13 mph before takeoff in order
to create lift. Based on computer model
simulation, "[The team has] been able
to model the lift and air flow that can
be achieved from [their] wing design,"
Lennon said.
On competition day, celebrity judges
will rank the teams' flight attempts based
on three criteria: distance, the creativity of
the craft and showmanship. By the end of
the Red Bull Flugtag, only four teams will
walk away with something to show for
their efforts.
The first place team will win a
trip to skydive with expert Red Bull
Air Force free-flyers. The team who
wins second place receives a visit to a
Red Bull-tided sporting event in the
VIP section. Third place entities the
team to a Red Bull-tided music, dance
or art event.
In addition to these awards, the
People's Choice Award, given to the
crowds favorite team, comes with a VIP
trip to a New York Red Bulls game in
one of the luxury suites at the Red Bull
Arena. The Red Bull Flugtag will be
televised on Saturday, Sept. 21 on ESPN.
"Just look for the giant orange and purple
hang glider," Couch said.
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Dean of Students search continues
All four contenders speak in a series of open forums for the position.
GRAHAM DUNCAN
STAFF WRITER

Clemson
University
is
continuing its quest for a new
Dean of Students. The position was
vacated by Joy Smith on January
17 in order to serve at Presbyterian
College as their Dean of Students
and Vice President for Campus Life.
Verna Howell has been serving
as Interim Dean of Students
since Dr. Smith's departure, while
continuing to fulfill her current
duties as Associate Vice President for
Student Affairs.
Jane Adams-Dunford, one of the
candidates for the position of the
Dean of Students at Clemson
University, was part of an open
forum for both students and faculty
on Thursday, September 5.
Adams-Dunford
said,
"For
over 25 years I have had the
opportunity to grow, learn and
play in this wonderful area we call
the academy."
Adams-Dunford believes that
the role of the dean of students "is
one that should empower students,
support our students and provide a
platform for the student voice."
Clemson has a record for putting
students first; in the Princeton
Review's "The Best 378 Colleges:

2014 Edition," Clemson was ranked
12th for happiest students. AdamsDunford is one of four candidates
that want "to be a part of the
winning team."
Other candidates for Dean of
Students include Toyia K. Younger,
Ph.D., Joseph Defraine Greenwell
and Shannon Finning, Ph.D.
Within this occupation, both
health and safety are big concerns
for students and faculty members
at Clemson.
Mark
Bartz,
a
freshman
packaging science major, said
"maintaining a healthy lifestyle
teaches our minds about moderation
and maturity, which allows us to
become working class citizens in
our nation."
The office of the dean of
students works "to provide a safe
and healthy environment at the
university and encourage wellness
and healthy living on campus."
Adams-Dunford believes that
the office of the dean of students
should work to be accessible to all
students so that all students may
have a voice on campus and in their
community, which even includes
those students who choose to
study abroad.
Adams-Dunford is currently
the Assistant Vice Chancellor at

Western Carolina University, in
Cullowhee, N.C.
The Vice Chancellor holds a
bachelor of science in compute!
information systems and technology
and a masters in psychology from
Cameron University.
Tonyia K. Younger was part of
a forum on Tuesday, Sept. 3, 2013.
Dr. Younger holds a Bachelor of
Arts from Michigan State University,
a Masters of Arts in counseling
from Trinity University and a
Ph.D.
from
the
University
of Maryland.
Joseph
Defraine
Greenwell
was part of a forum on Monday,
Sept. 9, 2013.
Joseph Defraine Greenwell holds
a Bachelor of Music from Vanderbilt
University and a Masters of
Education from Peabody College of
Vanderbilt University.
Shannon Finning was part of a
forum on Thursday, Sept. 12, 2013.
Finning holds a Bachelor of Arts
from Bryant University, a Masters
of Education from Bridgewater
State College and is a Clemson
alumnus, holding a Ph.D. from
the university.
The search is still in the process,
as no tentative deadline as been
announced for the selection of the
new Dean of Students.

Dean of Students candidate jane Adams-Dunford speaks at her open forum.

Professors plan to improve literacy
UpWrite application uses digital media to educate children about reading and writing.
REBEKA WELLMON
STAFF WRITER

Two assistant professors from
the Eugene T Moore School of

Education are passionate about
helping children improve their
writing abilities.
Anna Hall and Matthew Boyer
earned a grant worth $24,839

from the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation to help create UpWrite,
a web-based application designed to
improve the writing skills of children
in fourth through eighth grade.

School of Education professors received a grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. Photo illustration

J

Boyer, who teaches digital media
and learning, describes UpWrite as a
program that is designed to "support
students' writing skills and teach
management of students' learning."
Hall, who teaches early childhood
education, added that it is "designed
to help teachers and students extend
the process writing approach."
Boyer and Hall obtained the grant
for their program by submitting a
proposal to the Literacy Courseware
Challenge, set up by the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation.
The challenge was to create a
digital program that would improve
students'
literacy
skills.
The
foundation awarded 29 grants to
different organizations and of those
grants, only three were given to
universities, including Clemson.
"We are hoping to extend
independent writing opportunities
through this application so that
students and teachers can work
through the writing process more
efficiently and effectively," Hall said.
This program is a "way to
support student writing using digital
media and also meet the Common
Core State Standards and assessment
goals," Boyer said.
When asked what inspired the
team to create UpWrite, Boyer said,
"Professor Hall and I were looking
for a project to work on together. We
both taught elementary school and
used the process writing approach, so

this project was a perfect fit for us."
The
Literacy
Courseware
Challenge was an opportunity to use
their combined experience.
Their prolonged exposure in
the field of childhood education
and their ability to incorporate
technology into the learning process
make the two a notewotthy team.
Hall expressed how important
it is that children in the age of
technology have proficient writing
skills. Since the world has become
more web-based, it seems fitting that
mote learning involves technology
as well.
The professors are excited that
Clemson is supportive of their work
and are inspired to continue work on
their application.
Hall said "Clemson is helping
us explore additional sources of
funding" for the development of
UpWrite, which would have a huge
impact on the expansion of the
ptogram.
Boyer stressed that he could not
have gotten so far in his research and
progress on UpWrite without help
from Dr. Rosenblith, the chair of
teacher education, and also from the
entire teacher education department
at Clemson.
As the program advances through
its creative stages, it will eventually
be used in classrooms to improve
students' and teachers' experiences
during writer's workshop.
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Clemson teams up
with UGA for research
Professors study ferrofluids to better understand cancer.
KATE THOMAS
STAFF WRITER

A few weeks ago, Clemson
University and the University
of Georgia were rivals on the
football field in the first and
one of the biggest games of
the season.
Despite this football rivalry
between
Clemson
and
the
University of Georgia, the two
colleges are teaming up to work on
cancer research.
UGA College of Engineering
associate professor Leidong Mao
and Clemson assistant professor of
physics and astronomy Jian He are
working on the research.
The two professors are working
to create a low-cost way to detect
cancer cells.
Mao and He both have a working
knowledge of ferrofluids, which are
liquid magnets and microfluidics,
that are geometrically constrained to
a sub-millimeter scale.

By merging their knowledge of
ferrofluids and microfluidics, Mao
and He have been able to discover
a system that measures a material's
magnetic properties.
Mao and He's cancer research is
working on using magnets to sort
out beneficial cells from cancerous
cells. The core of their research is
not only finding a new way to detect
cancerous cells, but also finding a
way to do so quickly and at a low
cost.
"Conventional equipment for
measuring magnetic properties of
materials is large and expensive,"
Mao said. "Being able to measure
magnetic properties in a low-cost and
fast fashion is of great importance
in the area of biomedical research.
We aim to use our technique not
only to measure magnetic properties,
but also as a diagnostic tool to
distinguish between normal cells and
cancer cells in the long run."
Every participant helping with
the research is more than excited
to be a part of the study. "I think

this work is very meaningful to all
of us, and I am glad and excited to
be working on this type of project,"
Taotao Zhu, a Clemson graduate
assistant helping with the cancer
research, said.
Students at Clemson University
are also showing support for the
collaboration with the University of
Georgia to find an inexpensive way
to detect cancer.
Sophomore Kaylee West said, "I
think that it is great that we can
put aside our rivalry on the football
field to work together on cancer
research. This is much bigger than a
wwfootball game."
The two professors, Leidong
Mao and Jian He, said that there
was a friendly rivalry. Each professor,
of course, wants his university to
win — but that has not slowed down
the work.
Mao and He's cancer research
on developing a more affordable
way to fight cancer cells will
continue
to
build
as
their
research progresses.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
HIGH: 86 DEGREES
LOW: 59 DEGREES
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
HIGH: 79 DEGREES
LOW: 59 DEGREES
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 15
HIGH: 82 DEGREES
LOW: 61 DEGREES
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
HIGH: 87 DEGREES
LOW: 65 DEGREES

T%

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
HIGH: 82 DEGREES
LOW: 63 DEGREES

Clemson University professor Jian He (above) is working with professor Leidong Mao of the University of Georgia.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
HIGH: 80 DEGREES
LOW: 63 DEGREES
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
HIGH: 82 DEGREES
LOW: 63 DEGREES
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generation 'Mobile: 'fire you addicted?
Since the dawn of time (or since the day
we laid eyes on a television), technology
has ruled our lives. Excuse me, hold that
thought. Miley just sent a Snapchat. It's probably
a video of her twerking. Sorry, let's get back to the
story before another snap, instaphoto, Facebook
notification, Tweet, text message or phone call
comes through. But really.
Today, if we asked a 10-year-old about their
thoughts on a VCR, Walkman, Gameboy or
Polaroid picture, there's a high possibility they
would look at us like we were crazy. Forget about
the good ole days of simple, basic technology,
everyone born between the early 90s and today
has grown up in the era of generation mobile. In
2010, according to The Huffington Post, 99.8
percent of college students had a cell phone, and
every year, the number of people who own cell
phones increases. In 2013, they reported that 73
percent of college students owned a smartphone.
Because we have grown up in this generation
where technology continues to become more
advanced, we've become accustomed to relying on
technology in order to make our lives easier and
more enjoyable.
However, our reliance on technology — more
specifically, cell phones — extends farther than
the normal 'let me text so-and-so back.' We have
an addiction to technology, a love affair more or
less, and whether or not we want to believe it, it's

almost impossible to go 24 hours without our
cell phones or some sort of technology. We worry
about running out of battery power, missing text
messages, social media notifications and important
emails from others. For some of us, it's a constant
habit of being a social butterfly. For others, work
never ends, so even when we want to watch "Pitch
Perfect" after a long day of work, naturally, in the
middle of the movie, we're naturally constantly
checking and replying to emails or text messages
from our employers and co-workers. Because
of this, it becomes harder for us to go five, 10,
30, 60 minutes, or let alone 24 hours without
our phones.
According to Mashable.com, two out of five
college students said they would feel anxious or
that a piece of them was missing without their
cell phone. Additionally, one in four said they
check their smartphones so frequently throughout
the day that they lose count. But honestly, why
wouldn't we? Smartphones have everything we
need in the palm of our hand: the news to read
when we wake up, updated weather reports, music,
books that we can read for our classes, movies and
television shows we can catch up on, social media
accounts, games and more. So, why would we need
another technological device or old-timey thing to
satisfy our connectivity needs and lives? We have
the world in our hands, right? Technically — no.
But let's be completely honest with ourselves
and admit the one thing we fear most: we have
a serious problem. It's true, and with every
generation, the addiction gets worse because
that's the environment in which we've
grown up. We have become addicted
to the new smartphone features, like
Siri and social apps apps, making
us more susceptible to checking
messages, notifications emails
arid more. It almost has become
engrained. We can barely
go one class period, stroll
across Library Bridge or eat
dinner with our family and
friends without checking
our phones. It's an anxiety
that turns into an addiction
known as nomophobia: the
fear of losing contact with
one's cell phone.
A study published by
Psychology Today says
cell phone dependence
is "closely linked to

materialism and self-identity." The study focuses on
college students, suggesting that over-abundance
of cell phone usage functions as a "display of or as
an extension of the self." However, there have also
been studies showing the more time one spends on
his or her cell phone, the more likely it is for an
increase in social isolation and a dectease in a real,
one-on-one connectivity with other people.
Additionally, according to Keith Ablow, the
author of "The Mind of the News," mobile
technology anchors our moods, making us feel
safe and content; however, it also makes us
vulnerable by limiting our interpersonal contact.
Texting, instant messaging and online social
networking allows us to become more connected
with our friends, but the quality of our face-to-face
interactions slowly diminishes as we lose a sense of
intimacy and emotional connection with others.
Furthermore, according to The Future of Children,
a journal produced by Brookings Institution, the
Woodrow Wilson Center at Princeton University
and psychologists from California State University
and University of California Los Angeles, the
"initial qualitative evidence is that the ease of
electronic communication may be making teens
less interested in face-to-face communication with
their friends."
Yes, cellphones are a great tool that help us
communicate quicker and more efficiently with
people and in crucial, safety situations (there are
even new applications that allow us to contact
family and friends or the police with the touch
of a button). However, is that the real reason
why we have cell phones? Or is it because of
the cool features and applications? We're on our
cell phones all day and it's not because we call
the police to save us against the forces of evil.
They're a great source of technology to help
improve our lives for more reasons than one,
but let us remember the real reason why we
have them: to help make our lives a little easier
and safer. They shouldn't pacify our actions or
allow us to depend on their very existence 24
hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year.
Our dependence on technology is progressively
getting worse with newer generations, and it
should be our mission to live in the moment and
prevent ourselves from being glued to something
electronic for an extended period of time. Our
phones shouldn't be a crackberry, an addiction
that makes our lives go 'round, but rather
just simply something that makes our lives a
little easier.
So, get off of your crackberry right ... now.

Why do you think we're so reliant
on technology?

Mary Lloyd
t *
*
FRESHMAN

I GENERAL ENGINEERING

"The new generation has grown up with
the convenience of technology, so it is
becoming more and more prevalent in
our society, and will continue to do so
throughout future generations."

Anne Elise Coudelock
SOPHOMORE IPRTM

It's an easy access."

Eden Kuhn
JUNIOR

I BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

"We feel like we always have to be
connected to someone else, and it's an
easy way to know what everyone else
is doing."

Victor Quintero
JUNIOR

"It makes life easier, and as humans, we
like to take the easy way out."

Ryan Cuthrie
FRESHMAN

I GENERAL ENGINEERING

"We are all dependent on technology
because society has an overwhelming
mentality to take the 'easy route.'
Technology allows us to take the easy
route, whether it's using a calculator or
Googling history questions."

att Nelson
SENIOR

The opinions expressed in the above editorial are written
by the opinions editor and represent the majority opinion
of The Tiger editorial board. In representing the majority
view, the staff editorials may not represent the individual
view of any particular member.

I PHILOSOPHY

I WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES

"It makes our lives easier, and we don't
have as much to do."

■■■■Man

Glenn Suggs
JUNIOR

I FOOD SCIENCE

"It's a way to communicate
with everyone."

J
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Friendship, an Existential Analysis
PRESTON TAYLOR STONE

Columnist

We all have those people who tolerate
us. No matter what we say or how
completely irrational we sound
when we say it, they love us anyway. They
don't care about what we look like, and none of
them will ever date us because of some sociallyconstructed "zone" of which we will forever be a
part. We all have friends. Moreover, we all have
best friends.
There is something that I find increasingly
interesting about friendship in our society.
People are friends with us because they
"tolerate" us, I said. For the sake of my
argument, drink this Kool-Aid for a second.
What does that mean? Now, I'm going to blow
your mind: friends and enemies are based on
selfishness. All we want is for someone to tell
us we're right. That is the definition of a friend,

and the definition of an enemy is someone who
says we're wrong. It's very simple. Allow me
to elaborate.
We surround ourselves with people who
are willing to listen to our crap about whatever
some insignificant person said to us and then
tell us that all will be well. We all gain solace in
knowing that our friends agree with whatever we
have to say or however we feel about anything
and everything. While some people are known
for being "real" with us, making them a good
friend, we know that if a friend comes to you,
and she's crying, most likely she wants you to
tell her that everything's going all right. Because,
naturally, you aren't going to say "suck it up."
Therefore, we're all placing ourselves with
people who will somehow agree with us. We, as a
species, want to feel like we're right. Comedians
joke about this all the time — if your girlfriend
says she's right and you're wrong, then you better
agree. Everyone wants to have their thoughts
validated about how the political race is full
of professional BS-ers or that the status of the
American economy sucks or something as trivial

as how Nutella tastes like burnt peanut butter.
No matter what it is, everyone wants to feel like
they are correct. We all get high on how right we
think we are, and when we find someone who
will agree with us on several things, we call them
a friend.
If I hate someone and you hate someone,
we base our friendship on an equal hatred of
another human being. That may sound morbid,
but it happens, and it's completely fine.
Friendship is based on likeness and similarity —
even if that likeness is a mutual hatred of a third
party. Furthermore, relationships are also based
on this need to feel sane. After all, a boyfriend
or girlfriend is a friend that you happen to
find sexually attractive, right? We feel safe
and secure when we know we're right. When
someone debunks that, they're basically calling
us insane. These people we like to call enemies
— someone who makes us feel stupid for feeling
the way we do. Everything surrounding a friend
and an enemy encompasses our own self.
That being said, I don't want to discredit
the very essence of a good friend: compassion

and love. Author Anai's Nin once said, "Each
friend represents a world in us, a world possibly
not born until they arrive, and it is only by this
meeting that a new world is born." I know that
my friends all love, care for and will defend me
if things get rough, but I also know that I enjoy
having them around because they'll agree with
what I have to say, especially when the youknow-what hits the fan. The same applies to my
feelings toward them. I would go to battle for
these people and get into many Twitter fights
in order to defend their social honor. I also
agree with them because by this point, I take
it for granted that whatever they think, I think
(which is another point completely, but I'm not
going there). My point is that next time you're
with your friends, think about why you keep
them around. Do you genuinely like them as
people, or do you just enjoy having them agree
with whatever "mishegoss" you have to say?
PRESTON TAYLOR STONE is a freshman majoring
in performing arts. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.

3* irs FBIDSY! aBe YOU weaBiNg ORdNge??*
A donut disaster
Columnist

America runs on Dunkin!" It has been made clear
through various Dunkin' Donuts advertisements
throughout America that we, U.S. citizens,
require Dunkin' products in order to get through our
daily lives. Personally, I think those advertisements are a
bit deceiving, regarding how they present their products
as opposed to how the food actually comes out. L-et's be
honest: those bacon, egg and cheese sandwiches never
really look as good and fresh from the drive-thru window
as they do in the commercials. However, because they're an
international chain, not all of the advertisements within
the franchise are the same. Recently, Thailand's Dunkin'
Donuts advertisements have caused a controversy by
providing a way to apptoach of attracting customers to
their new products. Because of the approach they chose
to use, leading American human rights groups are not
pleased. Although Thailand claims the advertisement
proved to be a success for their new product, it doesn't
seem to have been as a success to human rights in the
eyes of Dunkin's international chain.
An advertisement for the new "charcoal donut" in
Thailand has many international Dunkin' franchises
in an uproar. This advertisement consists of a poster
with a woman covered in blackface makeup and
bright pink lipstick, holding their newest donut, "the
charcoal donut." The television advertisement starts
with a fair-skinned woman, and once she bites into
the new donut, the screen splashes black, and she
becomes the woman they advertise in the posters —
the same fair-skinned woman but now with blackface
make-up and bright pink lips. These advertisements
have been seen on posters throughout the cities of
Thailand, on TV commercials, etc., until an appalled
group of American human rights and Thailand human

TIBER
RANTS

activists immediately stepped in and helped ban this
extremely prejudiced approach to advertising donuts.
However, Thailand claims that use of racial stereotypes
in advertisements is common in Thailand; the Thai
franchise claims their approach with this advertisement
has been very effective and has increased donut sales by

The light where Cherry Road and Perimeter Road
meet is too short. Only four cars can get through
before the light changes.

50 percent.
Essentially, in the views of this Thailand franchise,
if this evidently offensive advertisement brings
success and profit to them, is there really a need
to change it? All that matters is that it's working
and the franchise is making money. So really, who
cares? Newsflash Thailand franchise: everyone cares.
If an advertisement is offending other international

I hate sickness.
I'm sorry, but can you break that information down to
more stupid-like?

franchises, international human rights activists as
well as your own country's human rights activists,
obviously the concern and regarding this prejudiced
ad outweighs its success. If this ad was used for the

Why does technology hate me?
Why does everyone keep hating on Miley Cyrus?

American franchises, it's safe to say that all hell
would break loose. I feel as though this advertisement
would not have caused as much of an uproar within
human rights activists if the Thailand franchise didn't
openly admit that it was racist. If they claimed that
they didn't intend to take a racist approach with their

Clemson emails, why?
Why don't you kiss me already, dammit?

advertisement, this entire controversy would not
have been blown out of proportion. However, since
they openly admitted they used the racial stereotype
approach because it's common in Thailand, it only
fueled the hate fire of an already controversial issue.
Some have argued that it's not racist, but their lack
of concern for those who were offended only dug

Study abroad office, why don't you answer the actual
questions in my emails?
Why is Miley Cyrus half-naked ... again?
I'm sick, and I've had to skip four classes. Why me?

themselves into a deeper hole. IfThailand continues to
show a lack of respect for international human rights,
I can confidently say that the saying, "Thailand runs
on Dunkin,'" will quickly turn into "Thailand runs

I already have three papers and a test on Monday and
Tuesday. Really Clemson, really?

on Starbucks."

M ARLEY LARUE is a junior majoring in biological sciences.
Email comments to letters@thetigernews.com.

Want to rant? Send
your rants to
lettcrs@thetigernews.com.
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Johnstone or prison?
TYUB PACUMHM

Columnist

When someone comes to Clemson
University for the first time, they are
struck by the campus' beauty: rolling
hills, Cooper Library glowing at night and Tillman
Hall's bells chiming every 15 minutes. However,
just a few feet away from the legendary Tillman
Hall stands probably the ugliest thing in Clemson
— Johnstone Hall.
Johnstone Hall was constructed in 1954 as
part of a new renovation plan for the university
and was considered to be a groundbreaking new
addition to the campus. Originally built as a multisectioned block of housing, Johnstone had sections
A through F available back when the school was
a military college. Starting in the 1990s, sections
B and C were torn down in order to make room
for Holmes, the Honors College dormitory, and
McCabe, both undergoing numerous renovations
since their construction. A bit annoying considering
they're right next to Johnstone, wouldn't
you agree?
Almost everyone at Clemson University knows
that Johnstone Hall is the nastiest, ugliest thing
on campus. It has pipes hanging off of every part
of the building and metal walls so paper-thin that
it's referred to as the dorm "where your neighbors
know you're going to be a father before you do."
Not to mention, Johnstone has a musky odor that
forever reeks of urine, vomit and mold, probably
dating back over the past 50 years.
The only redemption comes from its close
proximity to Harcombe Dining Hall. The fact that

Johnstone Hall is an all-male, freshmen dorm only
makes the situation worse.
After receiving my housing assignment this
past summer, everyone I knew immediately asked
me where I was staying. I had requested Clemson
House for all three of my application choices,
mostly due to the amenities offered to its residents,
but I was immediately disappointed when I opened
my email. When I told people that I was assigned to
Johnstone Hall, every response was an immediate
"I'm so sorry." This answer applies to fellow
students (freshmen and upperclassmen), parents,
alumni and even other friends who only know
a small amount about the university. Everyone
understands the horrors of Johnstone Hall.
As I researched, I learned that every room
in Johnstone Hall has two loftable beds, a sink,
(which is coated with rust and drips all night), a
wall covered in shelving and two desks. There is
no carpeting, and the drawers and communal bath
facilities are almost indescribably disgusting. The
stalls in the bathrooms are coated with carvings
from past years, one reading "Rule 1: Fat Girls
Don't Exist." Pleasant, right? The Annex has slightly
better closeting and storage, but has a lot less space.
Their design, which was added on later is very
similar to that of the shoeboxes. The Annexe lacks
the signature gun racks from Johnstone Main but
has diamond-shaped holes in front of its windows,
which makes the room even more reminiscent
of a jail cell.
Let me clarify: the only problems I have with
Johnstone Hall are the actual construction and
livability. My Resident Assistants are the nicest
people ever, and the worst thing about my hall
mates is that they have to suffer alongside me.
The location of Johnstone is probably the best
on campus being — it's close to Harcombe and

only five minutes from the library — and I'm
able to go anywhere I want on campus within
minutes. Johnstone used to be called the "party
hall," but now the building only contains sad
memories as we wish we had gotten our actual
housing requests.
The bottom line for writing this article is
that it is my strong hope for the near future that
Johnstone will be torn down and rebuilt into a
desirable college dorm like its neighbors, Holmes,
McCabe and the Greek Quad. A rebuilt, newer
building wouldn't just do the university justice,
but the new freshmen boys that are attending the
Clemson might actually be excited to move in.
The dorm itself might be named the "party hall,"
but let's remember that people can have a good
time in prison as well. Even from the outside
you can tell that the building is old and decrepit.
The trash pile called "The Stone" needs a
serious makeover.
My friend and I have begun playing a game
where we'll send each other pictures of random
things: a sink, pipe, door or even a toilet seat.
The other is supposed to guess "Johnstone or
prison." Believe it or not, this game is actually
very difficult. The university needs to take pride
in its student housing. There will always be a
dorm that is older than the rest, but Johnstone
Hall lags so far behind, it's almost embarrassing.
To the men of Johnstone Hall, let me ask you,
how many of you would choose to live here again?
I've heard whisperings of Johnstone's inevitable
demise, and I can only hope that they ring true
for future students.
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Dear Editor,

ALLEN RANDALL

Assistant Photo Editor
Perhaps you are aware that this year
the blue bus service has been reduced to
two buses from the three that provided the
thousands of commuting students such
great service last school year. I would like
to put a spotlight on this subject because
the reduction is affecting many students
negatively. We can no longer depend on the
bus to get us to and from the C-l parking
lot in good time.
For example, just this past Tuesday
morning, I rushed to catch the bus that was
sitting at the stop in the C-l lot. It waited
there, so I expected to get on. I even crossed
the street in front of the bus. Just when I got
to the door the driver shut the door, jerked
his thumb to the rear and drove off. I was
the only student at the stop, though three
were approaching not far from the rear of
the bus. There were students in the aisle
of the departing bus, but I have seen many
more in the aisles before, and was sure that
one more student could be accommodated.

I

know

from

experience,

lately

acquired, that I walk to my early morning
destination faster than the next bus gets
me to the Redfern stop, so I didn't wait.
The buses cannot be depended on in any
regular way because of the need for breaks
for the two bus drivers.
At the most crowded parking times,
from noon until 1:00 p.m. on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, for example, the departing
students are slow to exit campus because
of the reduced service, which makes
finding an available parking space for the
incoming students very difficult. Last week

Students shouldn't have to arrive an
early just to get a bus ride. Besides, the
bus doesn't pick up earlier than 7:30 a.m.
Also, if I did arrive an hour early, it would
increase my total commute time from 10
hours a week to 15 since my home is an
hour away from campus.
There is no doubt that the recent 3
percent tuition increase has not gone to
the bus service. The service exists for the
students and employees of the university;

I unsuccessfully searched for a space in two
different lots for more than 20 minutes.
There are enough spaces if the outgoing
students can vacate their spaces promptly,
but the reduced service is preventing this.
This problem is causing me, and I

its only function is to serve them. Parking
services is failing in its job to provide
prompt and dependable service to those
who depend on the bus service.
I sincerely hope that the inadequacies of
the reduced bus service and the frustration
and inconvenience it causes commuting
students and employees (many students are
employees) will be further explored.

believe others, much added stress. One
always wonders, is the next bus coming or
is it parked at the curb "out of service?"

- Karen Waldrep
is a MAPC graduate student.
Email comments to letters@thetigernews.com.
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A cautionary football tale
ELLEN MENY

Columnist

i

Call me old-fashioned, but when I
go to a Clemson football game, I
don't expect to be angrily "pelvic
thrusted" while sitting down during a
few plays.
Look, I'm no Puritan. I watch
"Breaking Bad" and "Dance Moms" in
my spare time. I know that people get
drunk and act out at Clemson games. If I
said I was surprised or shocked, I would
sound like a pearl-clutching housewife.
To be surprised that people are drunk
during football games is like being
surprised that the sky is blue. Though, to
see rude and disruptive behavior makes
me sad.
The despicable student behavior
began at the UGA game. Clemson prides
itself on being one of the nicest, most
respectful schools in the ACC. That
is not what I saw at the UGA game.
Students talked over the prayer, Pledge of
Allegiance and honoring of fallen soldiers.
Let me be specific — people slurred and
hooted as the names of dead soldiers
echoed through the stadium. What's
even better is that they had the gall
and low alcohol tolerance to shout,
"USA, USA," intermittently throughout
the game, as if they actually had any
stake in our country.

When
the
drunks
screamed,
"USA," I heard, "HAHA I HAVE
THE ALCOHOL TOLERANCE OF
A TODDLER!"
However, the fun really started
halfway through the game. In order to
get on TV, the rip-roaring day of activity
started at 3 a.m. because my friends and
I are complete and total idiots. Naturally,
we were tired and began to sit for some
plays. The drunken boys behind us were
incensed when we didn't stand up for
every play. It blew their minds that we
would sit occasionally when the game
was on. They started looking at one
another in shock and disbelief — how
could the girls below us be sitting? This is
an outrage.
A few of them started to wave their
arms up at us, like they were powerful
wizards who could control when we
stood. As they noodled their arms in our
direction, they beamed with pride at one
another — yeah, you show those girls!
At this point, they just looked stupid. I
should've taken a video for posterity, but
what came next was even better or worse.
Once they realized they weren't
wizards who could control our movement
but rather emasculated college dudes,
they started pelvic thrusting in our
direction in an attempt to channel their
anger into sexual aggression? I ended
that sentence on a question mark because
I have no idea what they were trying to

accomplish. It was a small chorus line
of pelvic-thrusting, drunk fraternity
brothers. At this point, I wanted to get
them ejected from the game, but I wasn't
sure how to go about the situation — ask
the police to escort them out?
"Excuse me officers, but could you
eject these gentlemen? I think they're all
simultaneously having a seizure."
Student behavior during the S.C.
State game was a huge improvement, at
least in my section of the lower deck.
Students didn't boo injured S.C. State
players, and no one directed their hips
at me in an effort to get me to stand
during football plays. I consider this a
great success!
Look, I know that this was an
isolated event, and I know this has been
somewhat of a ranting article. I want
everyone to have fun at football games
without being scared that you're going
to be judged for sitting down. So, to
the boys behind us who may or may
not have been in a fraternity — the next
time you're at a Clemson football game
and drunkenly think it's a good idea
to light up and start pelvic thrusting
at the girls in front of you, please, just
go home and play World of Warcraft
or something.

ELLEN MENY is a junior majoring in
communication studies. Email comments
to letters@thetigernews.com.

Paws up,
A South African man got out of his car near the Eiffel Tower
and performed a piece of art by dressing in a bird outfit and
dancing around.

Paws down
A girl found cremation ashes that were stolen from a van,
that belonged to the dead man's son.
There was an invasion of swarming crickets in Oklahoma.

The University of Colordo police arrested a 45-year-old
man suspected of going on a druken horseback ride. He was
traveling to his brother's wedding by horse because he lost his
driver's license.
Two men dressed as Batman and Captain American rescued
a cat from a burning home and gave it mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation.
After chasing mosquitoes, a cat fell 11 stories. However, the
cat survived and only suffered from a fractured leg and some
broken bones.
A fisherman in Maine caught a rare lobster
with a two-toned shell that was split directly
down the middle: one half orange and the
other half brown.

A woman found a mouse bone in her cereal.
A man from Singapore has collected over 6,000 Barbie dolls.
There was a fire drill at the Boston Airport on 9/11.
A playground in Pennsylvania was closed due to a chicken
manure spill.
A Thomas Jefferson School of Law student sued the school
after failing a course.
An Ohio State highway patrol trooper hit
a couple on a motorcycle while driving on
US 35 east.
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Instigating drama on social media
exist but is commonly used, which makes me question my
place in this society. I mean, really ... subtweeting? Yes, we
know exactly whom you are "subtweeting" about, and no,
telling someone "not everything is about you" is not a clever
way to avoid the Twitter feud, which you clearly wanted
to start.

"It causes more harm then good,

Columnist

and if anything, it detracts
We've all been there. It's nighttime and all you want
to do is get your homework done. You make a
breakthrough in your studying and decide to reward
yourself with a little visit to Facebook. The first thing that
pops up on your timeline is a status about a controversial topic
with nearly 50 comments beneath it. Goodbye productivity.
Social media outlets, such as Facebook and Twitter, have
completely revolutionized the way people communicate with
one another. It has given people another way to express their
opinions and thoughts, but the problem is just that: it gives
people another way to express their opinions and thoughts.
Depending on how much passion (or audacity) a person has,
these opinions can cause quite a stir.
For example, how many times in the past year have you seen
someone comment on gun laws or gay marriage on Facebook?
Do you ever remember there being a completely positive
response from those who read it? Chances are, it turned into an
online brawl of statistic quoting know-it-alls.
Instigating drama on social media has taken on many
different forms as Facebook has become increasingly popular.
You've probably heard the term "cyber-bullying" a few times
recently in the news, which is perhaps the biggest cause of
social media bullying. In fact, according to the Cyber-bullying
Research Center, one in five people between the ages 10 and
18 are victims or responsible for cyber-bullying. But why do
people think that Facebook and Twitter are rational ways to

from the validity of any point
you are trying to make because
you know there is someone out
there who disagrees and has
facts to back up their reasoning."
express their opinions about controversial topics or to start
fights with other users? Really, why? I'm asking you because
I can't think of a rational explanation. It causes more harm
then good, and if anything, it detracts from the validity of
any point you are trying to make because you know there is
someone out there who disagrees and has facts to back up
their reasoning.
My one guess for why people start trouble on Facebook is
that the computer offers a shield to anyone silly enough to post
an instigating status. They are hidden behind binary codes and
letters, instead of a mouth and speech.
No one can verbally argue when you post a slyly subliminal
tweet making fun of that girl in your sorority that you hate.
This is called a "subtweet," and not only does the word

The problem with criticizing these types of people is that,
technically, expressing one's opinion is a first amendment right.
But that does not mean they help people, and that especially
does not mean they are intelligent. Deliberately trying to hurt
someone publically or starting a heated personal debate on an
open-ended subject will not yield much, if any benefit.
This isn't something that will vanish because of my newspaper
article (but if it does, expect my next article to be about Chris
Brown). There will always be people out there who believe
their opinion is the smartest one in the world, and by golly, if
everyone they know doesn't hear about it, there will be hell to
pay. There isn't a lot people can do in limiting their freedom of
speech that would put a stop to that kind of behavior. But social
r
media users do have power.
And this is where I, as a writer prone to cliches, ask for your
help. Be sensitive of what you post on social media outlets. You
never know if that Facebook status will make a lot of people yell
at you or if that tweet will hurt or embarrass someone. And,
most importantly, if you see someone doing any of the above,
you have my support in politely telling him or her they are
acting like a donkey's cousin.

MITCH GREEN

is a freshman majoring in business. Email comments

to letters@thetigernews.com.

ys eat less
Urban Outfitters savs
HAUYNKMAN

Columnist

behavior. As a result, years later, we complain about
general declines in health that dramatically strain our
healthcare system. According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 35.7 percent of adults in the U.S.
are obese. This rate contributes to the estimated $147
billion that comprises the medical costs of obesity in the
U.S. These costs show up in the onset of heart disease and

Eat less. It is a simple message that can either haunt
bodies of all types or comprise a personal mantra
that changes lives. Actress Sophia Bush declared a
boycott of hippie chic manufacturer extraordinaire, Urban

Type 2 diabetes.
As buzzwords, the mention of obesity and Type 2

Outfitters for pasting the message on a T-shirt. Urban
Outfitters has managed to offend almost every minority
group. In an open letter to the company, Bush renounced
Urban Outfitters as purveyors of "anorexia-promoting

diabetes have little effect on the way our culture eats.
However, the consequences of this condition are eating
away — yes, pun intended — at our society's ability to
sustain and care for itself. Perhaps 'eat less' is a message

LEASING NOW^FOR FALL

t-shirts." The offending shirt is currently sold out online.
Although I contend that we should discount Urban
Outfitters as a prime instigator on just about anything,
I think it is important to see its controversial product as
reason for discourse. Perhaps it's time to look less at this

many of us should be receiving.
Poverty is another issue that deserves some recognition

f ELECTRIC
- CABLE TV WITH I
- HIGH SPEED INTERNET/WIFI
- WATER/SEWER/TRASH

cultural stimulus and more at the culture that created it. It
is not the message of the shirt, but the mentality.
Health is an intangible ideal, often serving as the

in this argument. Poverty is a real plague in our society.
Incorporating this mantra, eat less, creates a margin with
which to solve poverty levels.
Consider what would happen if an average American
family skipped seconds for each meal, and instead donated

2014!

ALL INCLUSIVE MMINO!

the leftovers to the local food bank? If we apply the 'eat less'
mentality in the right ways, it can radically shift the face of

antithesis of both sides of our culture's weight spectrum.
I recognize that, on one side, anorexia and bulimia are
serious illnesses that require thoughtful treatment. These
mental states are certainly unhealthy and there are many
steps our culture should take to combat popular media that

health — bodily and economically.
Does this message need to be marketed to teenage girls
on an extra-small baby tee? No, Urban Outfitters has no
place making grandiose cultural statements on a massive

promotes them.
However, I think there is a third eating disorder that
we as a culture fail to recognize as equally alarming and

scale with an impressionable audience.
If administered correctly, 'eat less' is a message we
should all be receiving. Societally, it might be time to

threatening — a condition that is not only accepted,
but often celebrated: binge eating disorder. The fact this
is even considered a disorder represents the gluttony

digest the concept.

of our society.
The ability to eat mass quantities of food is touted
as a skill, and we seek solidarity to justify our shameful

BRAND NEW OFF CAMPUS HOUSING

HALEY

NIEMAN

is a senior majoring in communication

studies. Email comments to letters@thetigernews.com.

ONLY 1 MILE TO CAMPUS;!
-ONTHE CATBUS,RED ROUTE

(864) 477-9207
(864)477-9213
LEASING OFFICE
1103-1 TIGER BLVD.
CLEMSON, SC 29631
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How far is too far?
LYHAHMN
Columnist

Since I started taking my economics
class this semester, I haven't
been able to stop thinking about
opportunity cost. What opportunity
am I losing when I spend five dollars?
What opportunity am I losing if I go to
class? I can't help but notice the massive
protest in Berlin, Germany about the
National Security Agency (NSA) and
their watchful surveillance tactics. Beside
the fact that Berliners enjoy protesting,
according to my German friend, could
they be right about the protesting causing
such a stir? Over recent months, the NSA
uproar has died down with talk of Syria,
Anthony Weiner and a whole plethora
of not-so wonderful news. The debate,
though, still rages on. Are we willing to
give up our freedoms for more security?
At the heart of the NSA debate is
the fear of terrorism. Some people are
afraid to give up traditions and freedoms
while others are not. So, what is the
opportunity cost of having a supposed
safer environment instead of freedom?
"The threat of terrorism activates,
in some citizens, the inherent need for
security and order, even at the expense
of dearly held liberties. For these people,
such a trade-off is acceptable. A mindset

of, 'I have nothing to hide, so I'm ok
with this kind of surveillance so long as
the government is after the people that
wish to do us harm,'" Kyle Smith, a
senior political science major, said.
For myself,
I find that the
opportunity to have more freedom
outweighs those who have more
restrictions. First, power can go to
people's heads. You may start with
individuals, but over time it may evolve
into something bigger. For example,
when you are eating the Smokin' Pig or
tailgate food, how many times do you say
just one more? I know I say that all the
time, but even though you tell yourself
to stop, you just can't. Furthermore,
I worry about our willingness to give
something up so easily. It's simple
enough to say, "I believe you" and give
up your rights, but that seems a good bit
like settling.
Finally, by withholding information,
you are granted the power to produce
information, which in itself can be a
scary thought. I do not want to give up
the opportunity to feel secure in what
I am doing just because someone says
it will help me feel safer. Maybe I am
a skeptic, but I have not been given a
whole lot of reason to trust.

EMILY HARVIN

is a senior majoring in

English. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.

T£ACH£RS SAY
Why won't I let you go to the bathroom?
Because you're bored, and you really don't
have to go to the bathroom.
You learn something every day if
you pay attention.

Don't be an iDiot
RYANPJ
Columnist

It's now Septembet and on this past Tuesday,
a press conference in Cupertino, Ca., announced
two new models of the iPhone. This comes as
no surprise; rumors have been circulating on the
Internet for months regarding to the new models.
The iPhone 5S, a successor to the iPhone 5, and a
more affordable iPhone 5C were introduced.
According to the press conference, the 5C
will feature five different colots, but unlike other
phones in the line, the color is limited to the rear
plate. Additionally, the back of the phone is made
out of plastic instead of aluminum. This "new"
phone will feature the same processor, screen and
rear camera as the now old iPhone 5.
On contract, a 32 GB version of the iPhone
5C will cost $199. For the same price, you can
purchase a Samsung Galaxy S4 but get a phone
with a bigger and higher resolution screen, faster
processor and more RAM. Although the iPhone
comes in five colors, over the 4S's two, this
becomes a moot point if a case is used. Aside
from the color schemes, the only other notable
upgrade is the 1.9 megapixel front-facing camera.
Unfortunately, other devices with similar price
points surpass this again.
Despite popular opinion, Apple devices have
never been on the cutting edge, nor are they ever
as 'revolutionary' as they are perceived. The bigger
announcement came with the presentation of
the iPhone 5S. The new device will be available
in three different colors, but again, as soon as

You know you're a teacher when sheet
protectors and note cards make you feel all
warm and fuzzy inside.
<£MD foOK FAVORiT/£ T/£ACH£R GLUOftS TO
opiHiortSTH£ri&£Rtf£^S@6AAAiLCOAA

RYAN PAPERA is a senior majoring in international
management. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.

CLEMSON
Sports Medicine & Rehabilitation
NEED PHYSICAL THERAPY?
Muscle or joint pain slowing
your performance?
Running not quite up to par?

There are three kinds of people in this world.
Those who are good at math, and
those who aren't.
Where's your homework?

a cute case is put onto the phone, the different
color phone options become irrelevant. Two of the
primary selling points for the new iPhone are the
processor and camera.
The new iPhone does receive a nice bump
in processing capacity, but it still falls short
when compared to its competition. The new A/
may run at 64 bits, but only time will tell if the
iPhone can run and actually take advantage of
this feature. The camera also boasts new settings
like taking multiple pictures in quick successions,
which allows the user to pick the best one. This
feature and several othets that are new to the
iPhone have been a standard on numerous devices
already. Following many Apple devices before it,
the 5S will use a tiered pricing scale depending on
storage, with che top model, 64 GB, starting at a
$399 contract. Once again, several other devices
can match this.
One advantage other phones have over
iPhones is removable memory. Users can purchase
SD cards and increase the memory capacity
at any time. Currently on eBay, a 64 GB card
can be purchased for $29.99, significantly
cheaper than the $200 price bump for
the iPhone. I won't dispute that Apple makes a
decent product for the masses and that they are the
kings when it comes to advettising and matketing.
But should anyone jump on the 5S bandwagon?
No. The truth of the matter is, there are better,
cheaper alternatives, sans half-eaten fruit.

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION,
FAST APPOINTMENT TIME!!
•
•
•
•
•

Muscle Strains & Joint Sprains
Back & Neck Pain
Running Related Ankle, Knee, Hip Pain
Throwing Injuries & Shoulder Pain
Custom Foot Orthotics to Address Foot &
Arch Impairments
• Hand Injuries, Post-Surgical Hand Rehab
• Custom Splinting for the Hand & Wrist
Hwy. 93 Clemson • 864* 722* 6037
www.csmr.org
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Tigers travel to Raleigh, N.C—We preview the matchup Page C4
In the spotlight freshman Germane Hopper Page C7

Clcmson drubs SC State 52-13

Clemson's
Sport
Aaron Ransdell
Sports Editor

Cole Stoudt completes 19 of 20 passes in rout.
SEAN HAAS
STAFF WRITER

Taking care of business is the
current mind frame of Clemson's
Head Coach Dabo Swinney, and
Saturday his team did just that in a
52—13 victory over South Carolina
State University.
"Today was a great day to develop
the entire team," Swinney said. "I
thought we had good focus where
everyone played well and did their
job. I thought the second group was
ready. I told them no matter what,

they'd be going in the third series ...
and they responded."
That second group did a fantastic
job showing off the depth of this
team. Replacing Heisman candidate
Tajh Boyd late in the second quarter,
backup quarterback Cole Stoudt
was truly impressive. Completing
an astounding 19 of 20 passes for
143 yards and three touchdowns,
the junior proved that the Tigers are
still in good hands once the Heisman
hopeful Boyd graduates.
"He
had
a
really
great
performance," Boyd said. "I was very

excited to go out there and watch
him play. I cannot speak more highly
of the guy. He had an outstanding
performance."
Clemson started the afternoon
with two lackluster drives resulting
in a field goal and a fourth down
stop by the South Carolina State
front seven. Things began to click
on the third possession when Boyd
completed passes to four different
receivers before running it in from
the one to take a 10-0 lead.
From then on the Tigers never
looked back. Cornerbacks Martin

Jenkins
and
Darius
Robinson
each returned interceptions for
touchdowns to take the lead to 24-0.
The defense was very strong Saturday,
and it was encouraging to see big
plays like that from the secondary.
Positive development is the goal of
that unit right now, and this game
was a big step in that direction.
"Day by day, game by game, we
just try and improve," Jenkins said.
"That's basically our motto. We don't
try and do everything in one day and
see SC STATE page C5

Proveaux leads Tigers to fourth at Carpet Classic
MICHAEL BALIKER
STAFF WRITER

Clemson
Sophomore
Cody
Proveaux finished in a tie for fifth
individually with a tournament total
214, 2-under par to lead the Tigers
to a fourth place finish at the Carpet
Capital Classic at The Farm in Rocky
Face, Ga. The Tigers finished with
a team total of 865, 1-over par, 1
stroke behind third-place LSU in
the 14-team field. Georgia Tech took

home the title in their home state
at 14-under-par 850, 6 strokes clear
of in-state rival Georgia. The Tigers
got off to a rocky start in their first
competitive round of the year as a
team, recording a 6-over par 294 for
the day.
"Everyone in the field struggled
with the pace of the greens the first
day," Head Coach Larry Penley said.
"As the tournament went on, we
started to get more comfortable and
confident [with the greens]."

That comfort on the greens was
reflected in the Tigers' scores for
the rest of the event. Clemson went
on to shoot team scores of 2-underpar and 3-under par for the final
two rounds to barely miss out on a
top-three finish^Proveaux locked up
the first top-five finish of his career
on Sunday, which could be the first
of many accomplishments for the
young Tiger this season.
"Cody was excellent all week,"
Penley said of Proveaux, who carded

see GOLF page C8

see SPORT page C8

UPCOMING

SCORES
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Friday, 9/6
SCar 2 - Clemson 1
Clemson, SC.

rounds of 73-70-71. "He was focused,
confident, decisive and handled the
speed of the greens better, than most.
His ball striking is getting better and
it feels good to see him back."
In his debut as a Tiger, Austin
Langdale proved he is ready to
immediately contribute to his new
team's success. The Pendleton High
School product fired solid rounds of
71-73-72 to finish in a tie for 12th

They say that football is the
world's sport. I'm not talking about
American football. I'm talking
about soccer. It might be the
world's sport, but it's definitely not
America's sport and it's definitely
not Clemson's sport.
Clemson is one of the best allaround schools in the country
with a delightful mix of academics,
athletics and community, but we all
know that there is only one thing
that is king on Clemson's campus,
and I can guarantee you that it's not
the engineers.
Clemson's football team makes
the university piles of money and is
full of talented players and coaches,
but this year it's Clemson's men's
soccer team that is quietly making
splashes in the national college
soccer scene.
After going undefeated in the
preseason and starting the season
4-0, the Tigers have earned
themselves a.ranking as high as No.
9 in the Soccer America Poll.
It's the first time since 2007
that Clemson has been ranked
nationally, and it's the highest
ranking since 2006 when they
reached No. 9 during their season.
That means that 95-percent of
campus was still in high school
or earlier the last time they
were ranked. That's a big deal,
and I hope that the students on
campus will appreciate this year's
soccer team.
Mike Noonan, the head coach,
has spent four years building this
program back to prominence, and
so far he's been able to build on
every previous year that he's had
at Clemson.
Something that popped up
over the summer was the birth of
"The Streak," which is an English
style supporters group that heckles
opposing teams and creates a
raucous environment at Historic
Riggs Field. In addition to the new
group of super-fans, the Tigers were
ranked 10th and ninth nationally
in men's soccer attendance in the
2011 and 2012 seasons respectively,
one of the few teams to do so.

VOLLEYBALL
Friday, 9/6
SCar 2 - Clemson 3
Clemson, S.C.

FOOTBALL
Saturday, 9/7
S.C. State 13 - Clemson 52
Clemson, S.C.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sunday, 9/15
vs. Boston College 1 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

MEN'S SOCCER
Tuesday, 9/17
vs. UNC Greensboro 7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Thursday, 9/19

vs. Pittsburgh 7 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
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COLBY LANHAM
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson football team had
several big plays that were relatively
surprising to sources on Saturday
against South Carolina State.
"I think we were fairly balanced
today, I believe we ran it 45, 48
times and threw it 50 times, which
is what we do. It was good to have
Martavis Bryant in there to get him
some catches, get his confidence
back. Germone Hopper, we just kept
waiting to see what he could do.
Glad to see him get going. Though
we played fast today, which was one
of our goals going in."
In his first action as a redshirt
freshman, Hopper had six receptions
for 66 yards, and two of them went
for touchdowns. Hopper was glad
to have the opportunity to make
plays, and feels more assured moving
forward into ACC play.
"It did a lot for my confidence.
Coach told me he wanted to see what
I could do in this game, and he said
it could show that I would be able to
step up in other games."
In terms of rushing, running back
CJ Davidson finished as Clemson's
lead rusher with 63 yards on 13
carries and displayed some hard

running ability that showed Tiger
fans what coaches have seen in fall
camp. Morris likes the progress
Davidson has made, saying that he's
still adjusting to the game, but he's
learning well.
"I thought CJ (Davidson) had
a great game. He led us in rushing
today. What a great story for him.
He's still trying to figure it out, the
game's going pretty fast for him, but
it's OK. I'm proud of him."
Chad Morris also talked about the
performance of Cole Stoudt and the
benefit of having a three-year veteran
as a backup and the confidence he
has in his quarterback.
"I was pretty excited for him. I
think we'd have us a quarterback
controversy if I didn't know any
better," Morris joked. "But not
many teams across the country have
a three-year veteran guy as a backup.
And he's been in the system three
years. And that's valuable when you
consider Tajh [Boyd] comes out with
the wind knocked out of him and he
could've went back in two plays later,
but Cole [Stoudt] had them going.
But the most important thing is that
the most excited guy on sidelines for
Cole, was Tajh."
On defense, the Tigers continued
where they left off from Georgia,

and the defense was solid in their
performance. They helped set the tone
for the rest of the game. Defensive
coordinator Brent Venables liked the
performance of his defense against
S.C. State and likes the progress
they're continuing to make, as well
as the play of cornerback Martin
Jenkins and Darius Robinson, who
both returned interceptions for
touchdowns in the same quarter.
"I liked the physicality we showed
on some of the perimeter plays.
Those two plays in particular (the
interception returns by Jenkins and
Robinson), if you're considering
healing, those guys have been
through some things, both being
injured, so it was great to see them
have some success."
In a game where the offense started
out slow, the Tigers' saw momentum
shift in their favor thanks to a
52 yard interception-return by
cornerback Martin Jenkins with 3:33
minutes left in the first quarter to
put the Tigers ahead 17-0. Jenkins
diagnosed the play as he picked off
the pass from Bulldogs quarterback
Richard Cue, who was pressured by
linebacker Spencer Shuey as he threw
the interception into the willing
hands of Jenkins."We were in cover
three, and I just looked back and

saw the ball coming. I just saw a
moment and wanted to capitalize on
that moment."
Jenkins has said that he feels great
after returning from injury, having
sat out all of 2012 with a sports
hernia injury plus most of last week's
game against Georgia with a shoulder
injury. Jenkins says he is working
everyday to get where he wants to be
both football-wise and health-wise.
"It feels amazing. It's by the grace
of God that that happened. I've been
going through a lot of adversity lately
and I'm still going through some. I'm
not fully where I need to be healthwise, but I'm working everyday to get
ultimately where I need to be."
The linebackers also continued
to establish themselves against S.C.
State, as Kellen Jones finished as the
Tigers' leading tackier with seven,
which included a sack and two tackles
for loss, while Stephone Anthony and
Spencer Shuey continue to be around
the football near constantly. Venables
likes the depth he has at the position
and the direction that his group is
heading in."I think we've got a good
[team], and I've been saying that for a
while. A group of guys that run, that
strike, that has good instincts, that all
deserve to play. And we're going to
need all of them. It's a long season."
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McNamara shines as Clemson continues to run
CODY HANKS
STAFF WRITER

Last Friday, Clemson stunned No. 15
Virginia with a score of 2-0 at Historic
Riggs Field. The Tigers improved to 3-0,
while the Cavaliers dropped to 1-2. It
was the first ACC match of the year for
both squads. Thomas McNamara put
the Tigers ahead in the 27th minute of
the game when he sent a free kick into
the net from around 20 yards out. Ara
Amirkhanian, a Clemson native, found
the back of the net in the 39th minute
for his first goal of the season, the goal
was assisted by Manolo Sanchez and
Bobby Belair.
"It was a great win for the team,"
Amirkhanian said. "We need to play
a complete game, and we will work on
that. We created chances tonight, and we
need to keep working hard. I grew up in
Clemson and it's like a dream playing at
Historic Riggs Field and being a part of
a big win."
Both teams would remain scoreless in
the second half. Clemson's goalkeeper,
Chris Glodack, made three saves, while
Jeff Gal of Virginia made five saves.
Clemson Head Coach Mike Noonan
was extremely pleased with Amirhkanian
and Glodack following the game.
"It's a tale of two halves. We played
hard and had chances to score more, but
was unable to convert. I was very proud
of our defensive effort. Each game we get
better and better. Ara scores big goals at
big times. He works hard and improves

constandy; he also does a great job in the
classroom. The entire defensive unit was
solid tonight. Chis Glodack made two
big saves for us tonight."
Sunday evening, Clemson continued
on their tear by defeating GardnerWebb, 3-0. McNamara kept his string
of excellent play going by recording
one goal and one assist. Clemson stayed
unbeaten at 4-0, while Gardner-Webb
fell to 2-2 on the season.
Once again, McNamara scored on
a free kick in the 24th minute to give
Clemson the 1-0 lead. In the 29th
minute, Amirkhanian scored from six
yards out for his second goal of the
season. After several close shots in the
second half, it seemed that the Tigers
would be hard-pressed to find another
goal. However, in the 81st minute,

McNamara crossed the ball to Alexandre
Rome'o Happi, who found the back of
the net for his first goal of the season. "I
thought we approached this game with
a very professional attitude," Noonan
said. "We were focused and did not have
a let down. After a big match with
Virginia on Friday night, we came into
the match today very focused and were
prepared mentally. It was a great team
effort. Thomas McNamara had another
great game. I thought our defense played
well and earned another shutout against a
much-improved Gardner-Webb ream. We
will work hard this week and prepare for
N.C. State."
The Tigers will look to continue their
streak of excellent play when they travel
to Raleigh, N.C, to take on N.C. State
Thomas McNamara (No. 5, above) was named National Player of the Week.
on Saturday.

Clemson men's soccer is ranked in the top-25 for the first time since the 2007 season.
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Tigers packing up to visit the Wolfpack
BRAD HAIDER
STAFF WRITER

The Tigers will hit the road for
their first Atlantic Coast Conference
game as they head north to Raleigh,
N.C., to square off against Atlantic
division rival, the North Carolina
State Wolfpack.
Dubbed the "Textile Bowl," the
game has been played annually since
1971, with the Tigers leading the
all-time series 52-28-1. Clemson has
won seven of the last ten matchups
between the two schools. Last
year's matchup was a shootout with
Clemson topping N.C. State 6248. Clemson's Tajh Boyd accounted
for eight touchdowns in the game
and will be under center for the
Tigers while the Wolfpack will look
notch their first conference victory
under a new quarterback after losing
Mike Glennon.
This year's edition of the game is
a unique scenario compared to years
past, as the game will be played on a
Thursday night in front of a national
television audience. Both the Tigers
and Wolfpack will enter the game
with records of 2-0, with N.C. State
recording victories over Louisiana
Tech and Richmond. The teams will
be playing their first game in 12 days
when they line up on Thursday. The

Thursday night game can usually be
a tricky scenario for teams due to
the short preparation time, but with
both teams coming off a bye week
that situation is avoided.
The Wolfpack are in their first year
under the direction of Head Coach
Dave Doeren, who came over from
Northern Illinois after leading them
to the Orange Bowl. The biggest hole
the Wolfpack needed to fill was at
the quarterback position. N.C. State
had tabbed Brandon Mitchell as the
starter, but he suffered a foot injury.
The injury has elevated junior Pete
Thomas into the starting role.
So far, Thomas has done a sufficient
job for the Wolfpack. Thomas has
thrown for over 400 yards so far this
season while completing 67 percent
of his passes but has yet to throw a
touchdown pass. Thomas is helped
on offense by a duo of running backs
consisting of Matt Dayes and Tony
Creecy. Dayes has carried most of the
load, racking up 127 yards and three
touchdowns while Creecy has added
103 yards and one touchdown. N.C.
State's two weapons on the outside
are wide receivers Rashard Smith
and Marquez Valdes-Scantling. Both
Smith and Valdes-Scantling have
racked up over 100 yards receiving
this season. To this point, the N.C.
State passing attack ranks No. 37 in

FBS while their rushing game ranks
No. 44 in the country.
Clemson's
defensive
statistics
will not turn heads, but the unit
has definitely improved from last
season. The front seven have been
able to generate pressure on the
opposing teams' quarterbacks and
force mistakes. In two games this
season, the Clemson defense has
forced several takeaways and scored
a pair of defensive touchdowns
against South Carolina State. If the
Tiger defense can move Thomas out
of the pocket, it could lead to some
crucial turnovers. Thomas has thrown
three interceptions this season.
After a great outing against
Georgia in the opening game, the
Clemson first team offense sputtered
a little against South Carolina
State. Tajh Boyd did not throw a
touchdown pass in the second game
after throwing three against Georgia.
Granted, Boyd and most of the first
team offense were out of the game
before the first half ended. Against
Georgia, the Clemson offense had
a nice balance of run and pass that
resembled the Clemson offense of the
last two years.
The Tiger passing attack has a good
chance to get back on track against
the Wolfpack. N.C. State possesses
one of the weaker pass defenses

in the conference. The Wolfpack
also lost star defensive backs David
Amersoi* and Earl Wolff to the NFL.
The Tiger offense might be forced to
lean on Boyd and his passing game
because N.C. State's rushing defense
is stout. The Wolfpack defense has
held its two opponents to less than 3
yards per carry. Roderick McDowell
is averaging 5.8 yards per carry this
season but his ability to move the
ball against N.C. State will play a
huge role in the success of the Tiger
offense on Thursday night.
It is never easy playing on the road
against a conference opponent. The
Thursday night game will have the
N.C. State crowd fired up. With
each position the Tigers climb in the
rankings, the more pressure there is
to perform on a weekly basis. They
will get every opponent's best shot as
Clemson is likely the biggest game on
their schedule. All Tiger fans need to
look back to the 2011 season, when
Clemson was ranked seventh going
into their game against N.C. State
in Raleigh.
The Wolfpack dominated the
Tigers, beating them by 24 points,
knocking Clemson out of the top 10.
Clemson will have to be clicking
on every facet of the game to
leave Carter-Finley Stadium with
a win.
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Sammy Watkins (No. 2, above) arid the Tigers ship up to Raleigh, N.C, for their first road game of the year.
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SC STATE from page Cl
we don't try and do everything in
one game. What you do mess up on,
don't make that mistake again. And
when you keep building on that, you
get better and better as the season
goes on and that's really what we're
striving for."
South Carolina State followed
up the interceptions with a big 63yard touchdown catch by receiver
Tyler McDonald. He would haul in
another 51-yarder later in the game,
accounting for South Carolina State's
only two scores.
In Coach Dabo Swinney's eyes,
those big plays were the only two
negatives in an overall very positive
day for the defense.
"Outside of two plays, we had
a very good defensive and special
teams performance."
Midway
through
the
drive
following SC State's first touchdown,
Tajh Boyd was taken out following
a hard sack. Enter Cole Stoudt, who
led the Tigers down the field and
connected with Cherone Peake from
3 yards out to extend the lead to
31-7. Boyd came back in for one last
score to end the first half up 38-7
before officially handing the keys
to Stoudt. Boyd truly trusts Stoudt,
praising his talents before the season
and reiterating that confidence after
the game.

"I believe Cole can be a starter
at any place in the ACC; I think he
proved that today. He had a stellar
performance, the all-time Clemson
record with 95 percent completions
and three touchdowns."
Another standout for the Tigers
was freshman receiver Germone
Hopper.
The
speedster
from
Charlotte, N.C., was all over the
field Saturday, catching six passes
for 66 yards and two touchdowns.
Hopper was rewarded with ACC
Rookie of the Week honors for
his performances.
"It was a really good day," said the
freshman. "I just took advantage of
my opportunities when Coach told
me to go in. He told me it would be a
big day for me."
The Tigers closed the game out in
the second half, the score being 5213. A win was expected, but the Tigers
were still rewarded on their followthrough. Due in large part to Georgia's
victory over South Carolina, Clemson
jumped up to No. 3 in the country
in the polls. As Georgia continues to
win, the Tigers will see their strength
of schedule improve week by week.
Their only goal now is to continue to
take care of business.
The Tigers are off this week and
will play at N.C. State Thursday
Night on ESPN.

Darius Robinson (No. 8, above) and Martin lenkins both had defensive TDs
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Tiger volleyball goes 3-0
PAYTON SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

Hannah Brenner (No. 15, right) was named MVP of the Big Orange Bash tournament

Clemson volleyball hosted the
Big Orange Bash this past weekend,
pushing Jervey Gym to maximum
capacity on Friday night when the
Tigers hosted the South Carolina
Gamecocks. The two and a half hour
match ended in a hard earned win
for the Tigers and resulted in South
Carolina's first loss of the season. The
game lasted five sets (22-25, 25-20, 2521, 20-25, 15-9).
The Tigers dropped the first set to
South Carolina, but with almost 2,000
people in the gym, the enthusiasm gave
the ladies the momentum they needed.
Clemson came back to win the second
and third set, but dropped the fourth.
The fifth set was all Clemson as they
put the Gamecocks in their place.
The first match was tied at 16, but
the Tigers' inconsistent blocking led to
a Gamecock win. Match two was the
longest of the five sets, as Head Coach,
Scott Swanson protested a call made
by the referee. Sydney Moseley saw
quite a bit of playing time, racking up
seven kills, twelve digs and an ace. The
freshman made sure to keep the match
interesting as she lost her shoe in the
middle of the third match, only to toss
it off the court and finish the current
volley at hand.
In the fourth match, the Gamecocks
decided to tighten up on the Clemson
offense, running a triple block against
Mo Simmons. While the Tigers' could
not secure the win in the fourth,
they came roaring back to claim the
fifth. Simmons had a career-high 69
attacks with 23 kills and eight digs.
Beta Dumancic and Karis Watson,
the Tigers' two middle hitters, tallied
10 kills each. Beta had four blocks on
the night, while Watson pulled four.
Leah Perri might have earned herself

a starting spot on Friday night; the
freshman had 13 kills on 26 swings and
went eight straight without an error.
Hannah Brenner had a total of 56
assists on the match, 19 digs, five
blocks, four aces and four kills. Libero
Kristin Faust snagged 18 digs with
seven assists, and new to the court
defensive specialist, Niki Collier tallied
14. The two ladies combined for a
perfect 45-for-45 in serve receive on
the night.
Saturday saw Clemson topple both
Winthrop and Furman in four games
to take the Championship. Hannah
Brenner was named the Most Valuable
Player of the tournament, leading the
Tigers to their 3-0 weekend. Winthrop
took second place, Furman third and
the Gamecocks went winless on the
weekend.
Brenner had 50 assists, 19 digs and
ten kills against Furman Saturday.
During the match, the senior became
only the sixth player in school history
to reach 3,000 career assists. Set by
Hannah, Beta slammed down 30 kills
and led everyone at the tournament
with 18 blocks.
Finishing second in the tournament
for hitting, Simmons tallied 60 kills.
The senior finished Saturday night
with 24 kills, only one short of
her career high. Both middle hitters
earned
All-Tournament
awards.
Perri finished the weekend with 36
kills overall.
After being named MVP of the Big
Orange Bash, Brenner went on to be
named the ACC Player of the Week for
Sept. 1-8.
The Ohio native is the first Tiger to
earn the honor this season, as well as
the first setter since 2009.
Clemson volleyball hits the court on
Thursday in Atlanta, going up against
Georgia State at 7 p.m. and noon on
Friday against UFO

Clemson splits weekend games
KITTY SULLIVAN
STAFF WRITER

Clemson women's soccer team was
faced with two games at Historic
Riggs Field.
On Friday, the Tigers took on
rival South Carolina Gamecocks.
Nearly 1,000 fans came out to watch
the Tigers attempt to take down the
No. 11 ranked Gamecocks. This
would prove to be a difficult
feat as they were going into the
game without allowing a single
goal on the season — even in the
exhibition games.
There was no love lost between
the two teams as evidenced by
the chippy play. Within eight
minutes of the game's kickoff,
Clemson's
Paige
Reckert
and
South
Carolina's
Taylor
Leach
both received yellow cards on the
same play.
Despite only having a one shot
differential, the majority of the half
was spent in Clemson's defensive zone.
However, the second half was more

1

evenly distributed as at the 66 and
71 minute marks, South Carolina's
Daija Griffin and Raina Johnson
respectively scored.
Senior Tabitha Padgett was able to
score for the Tigers at the 80 minute
mark with an assist from freshman
Abby Jones. It was the first goal
and assist for each on the season.
Unfortunately, the Tigers ran out of
time and the Gamecocks won 2-1.
Without much turnaround, the
Lady Tigers were slated to play against
the Davidson Wildcats.
"Before the game we talked about
trying to come out and put our
stamp on the game and our authority
to try to dominate and dictate
what was going [to] happen," Head
Coach Eddie Radwanski said after
the Davidson game.
His
message
clearly
came
through to the team, who was had
hoping to bounce back from the
loss on Saturday.
For the first time this season,
Clemson fans were able to see their
Tigers score in the first half with a goal

at the 28 minute mark from freshman
and New Jersey native Catrina Atanda.
She put it in the top right corner
from 20 yards away with an
assist from Abby Jones. After Atanda's
goal, it was as if the floodgates opened
with near goal after near goal.
This
caused
Davidson
to
come out in the second half with
aggressive
play;
however,
they
still were not able to create a shot
in the entire game. Thanks to
the outstanding goal keeping by
Wildcat goalie Kailen Sheridan,
Davidson was able to stay in the
game until the freshman duo of
Atanda and Jones struck again
at the 82 minute mark, with a
breakaway that led to Atanda's
second goal of the game and third of
the season.
Jones recorded her third assist of
the season on the goal as well, helping
the Tigers cement their 2-0 victory.
The team now begins their ACC
portion of their schedule, facing
Boston College, Pittsburgh and No.
16 ranked Maryland in only one week.

Savannah Coiner and Clemson recorded a clean sheet against Davidson.
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Tigers fall short 1-stroke
HENRY HUTTON
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson Women's Golf team
began their inaugural season last Sunday
at Yeamans Hall in Hanahan, S.C., at the
Cougar Golf Classic. All six players on
Clemsons squad this season are freshman,
including four true freshmen. However,
youth does not necessarily translate to
a lack of talent. True freshman Ashlan
Ramsey comes into the season as the No. 1
ranked female amateur golfer in the world.
The Tigers' talent does not end there as
they were ranked No. 21 in the preseason
polls. Though only the program's first
season, the talent Coach J.T Horton has
recruited leads to elevated expectations for
the Tigers.
Clemsons first opportunity to display
this talent began last Sunday at the Cougar
Golf Classic. The field consisted of 20
teams, including four others nationally
ranked, mosdy from die ACC and SEC.
Clemson finished the first day tied with
South Carolina for second place. With a
collective team score of 285, they were only
3 strokes behind Mississippi State. Sloan
Shanahan led the team with a 3-under-

par score of 69. Lauren Salazar and Ashlan
Ramsey also shot very solid rounds for the
Tigers with 71 and 72 respectively. After his
team finished Clemsons first ever round of
women's golf, Coach Horton expressed his
excited about the team.
"I am proud of each and every one of our
players on this whole team. All six of them
have worked very hard to prepare for this
event. We are looking forward to the next
couple of days." Horton was optimistic and
for good reason. The Tigers followed up an
impressive first day with an even better
second round. Clemson finished the round
with a team score of 282, for an overall
score of 567, 6 strokes better than second
place Mississippi State. Sloan Shanahan
and Ashlan Ramsey led the team, both
shooting rounds of 69. Shanahan's back-toback 3-under-par rounds left her tied for
the individual lead after two rounds with
Mississippi State's Aly McDonald.
Lauren Salazar and McKenzie Talbert
both shot even par 72's for the Tigers on
Monday. Talbert appeared to be heading
to an over-par round until making the
first eagle in program history on the 18th
hole to pull to an even par. Tigers were
to be outdone on the final day by Florida

University, who shot a team round of
7-under-par, the lowest score by any team
all tournament. Florida finished with a
three day total of 859, beating the young
Clemson squad by only 1 stroke. The
Gators were led by Anne Young, who shot
an impressive 67 for the round, edging
both Clemsons Ramsey and Shanahan for
the individual tide by 1 stroke. Clemson
received yet another strong performance
from Ashlan Ramsey who shot a 71, one
of only two players in the field to finish all
three rounds under par. Talbert, Shanahan
and Salazar all post edsolid rounds of 73,
74, and 75 respectively. However, it was
not enough for the Tigers to hold onto
their second round lead.
Despite being disappointed at such a
close loss, Clemson finishing second in
the program's first ever tournament by a
single stroke to the No. 10 ranked team
in the nation is by no means something
to be ashamed of. Clemsons young and
inexperienced team showed potential at
the Cougar Classic and will prove to be a
group that will be contenders for years to
come. The Tigers' next chance to prove
themselves will be at the Lady Paladin
Invitational this weekend.

HOPPER SHINES
A AGAINST SC STATE
Clemsons Germone Hopper earned ACC Rookie
of the Week honors after putting on a show Saturday
versus South Carolina State, when the wide receiver
caught six balls for 66 yards and two touchdowns to
help lead the Tigers to a 52-13 victory. Hopper was
the first freshman to earn the accolade since Sammy
Watkins did so with eight catches, 105 yards and two
touchdowns against Maryland in 2011.
"It was really great getting to score in Death Valley
and seeing the fans," Hopper said. "The other wide
receivers Sammy Watkins and Martavis Bryant —
their first touches were touchdowns as well, and I just
added to that group of wide receivers."
However, Clemson offensive coordinator Chad
Morris was not very impressed with the way Hopper
ran a sharp corner route to snag his first touchdown
on his first career catch. Morris was not bragging on
the youngster for his ability to hang on to a go-route
touchdown reception after absorbing a big hit from
Darius Drummond, either.
No, it was the less-noticeable aspect of the game
that earned the 6-foot, 180-pounder big praise from
Morris. Hopper became the focal example and
emphasis in the team's film session Tuesday after
displaying a tough-nosed effectiveness while blocking
opposing defenders.
"I'll make a point to that when we meet with
them today is to show some of his physical blocking,"
Morris said. "I was excited about watching him,
and we're going to watch his physical blocking as a
team today."
An example of Hoppers prowess Saturday in the
contact department came on the drive that ended
with his second touchdown reception. Had TJ Green
been able to dispose of a defender on a screen pass
reception that ended with negative yardage, the play
would have gone for a big gain — and possibly a

touchdown — thanks to Hopper's lockdown block of
State cornerback Mariel Cooper. It is effort like that
of Hopper, according to Morris, which needs to be
consistently ptesent for the Tigers to avoid missing a
myriad of scoring chances because of shortened series
lacking push from receivers.
"We're leaving so many yards and opportunities for
big plays out there on the field," Morris said, "because
we're not blocking and we're not being physical enough
on the outside."
Hopper was attracted to Clemson by an offense
similar to the one conducted at his high school in
North Carolina and envisioned a critical role in it
heading into the season after redshirting a year ago.
But Hopper did hot see significant playing time
against Georgia, largely because he was still wing for a
vote of confidence from Morris.
"Coming out of spring, he told me he didn't trust
me a lot," Hopper said. "I knew I had to have a good
summer and then going into fall camp, I had to really
focus and mature a lot, and that's just basically what I
focused on all summer and all fall.
be seen how much a cardinal performance against an
FCS team can supercharge Hopper's role.
A former four-star prospect and the only receiver
commitment in Clemsons 2012 class, Hopper
fuses the not-so-common mixture of talent and
extreme work ethic that will soon enough ttanslate
into an opportunity to shine on the big stage. With
momentum now at his back. Hopper aims to pick
up where he left off and work as hard as he can on
all downs — both in games and on the scout team at
practice — in order to see increased game action.
"My next goal is to get prepared for N.C. State,"
Hopper said. "We take it one game at a time. We take
every dav like it starts a new season."
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GOLF from page Cl
even-par 216. His opening-round
1-under-par 71 was the low team
score for that day.
"Austin's
overall
game
is
impressive, but his demeanor and
confidence stood out. He never got
rattled and continued to stay with
his plan," Penley said of Langdale,
who converted 12 birdies in the 54hole event, the most among the five
Clemson players.
Carson Young, the other promising
freshman on Penley's team, was a late
addition to the lineup after Billy
Kennerly had to sit out due to the
flu. Young had a rough start with a
3-over-par 75, but battled back the
next two days to finish in a tie for
27th at 4-over par 220.
"Austin
[Ansari]
and Carson
are special players and will only
get better," Penley said of his fiery
freshmen. "They know how to
win and their attitude is filtering
throughout our team."
Sophomore Miller Capps, who
started in the No. 1 position last
weekend, also finished in a tie for
12th. Like Young, Capps struggled
out of the gate with a 75 but
surged with a 2-under-par 70 on
Sunday to finish at even par for
the event.
"I continue to be impressed with
his game, and he will win this year,"
Penley said. "He hits it that well."
Stephen Behr shot a final round
2-over par 74, including two birdies
on the final four holes, to finish the
event tied for 31st at 5-over-par 221.
Clemson will bring the same
lineup to suburban Chicago and
Olympia Fields Country Club,
site of four major championships,
including the 2003 U.S. Open,
for the Fighting Mini Invitational
this weekend.

Clemson
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opens season in Georgia

DALLAS CHILDERS
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson men's tennis team is
about to begin the fall segment of their
2013-14 schedule, as the Tigers travel to
Athens, Ga. to compete in theSouthern
Intercolligiate Championships, their first
tournament, on Sept. 13-16.
They finished the 2012-13 season
ranked at No. 21 in the final ITA
National rankings, which was the team's
highest finish since the 1997 season.
The Tigers, led by Head Coach Chuck
McCuen, are ready to embrace the
challenge to improve this season, after
losing All-American Yannick Maden.
The All-American and two-time AllACC selection, who earned a 26-10
overall singles mark, including an
impressive 19-6 record at number-one
singles, graduated in May with a degree
in economics. Maden has already found
success post gtaduation, after winning a
Pro Circuit event in doubles in Germany
last month.
The team will now look for great
production
from
junior
Hunter
Harrington, who also earned All-ACC
honors last season, to fill the noticeable
void of losing an All-American like
Maden. Hunter Harrington undoubtedly
proved his worth for the Tigers last
season, competing as Clemson's No. 2
in singles, going 20-8 overall during the
regular season.
After starting the season as the team's
No. 5 singles player, Harrison reformed
his mindset to improve his game and
the result was outstanding production.
The production from Harrison would
certainly warrant the consideration of
turning pro. However, turning pro was
not of interest for the skilled junior
from Spartanburg."It's definitely a nobrainer to go back to college. The level

Austin Ansari comes into the season as one of the top juniors in the conference.
of competition there is really high and
I will definitely go back another two
years for sure." Harrington said.
High production from Harrison
is important for the Tigers to be
successful in the 2013-14 season,
and his focus and determination to
improve is inspiring to his teammates.
This could benefit the team as they
prepare for a challenging schedule
this season.

The 2013-14 schedule features 16
home matches this season. Eighteen of
the opponents listed went to the 2013
NCAA Tournament, a challenge Head
Coach Chuck McCuen is excited to
take on himself.
"We are really excited about the
2013-14 schedule," McCuen said.
"The best way to prepare a team and
improve is to face tough opponents.
We are very pleased with the
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The way to keep attendance up in
the future is to renovate the stadium,
which they did in the off season, which
features new sets of bleachers and a
point lookout over the field. It's obvious
that as the soccer team gets better they
will experience things like updates to
stadiums, state-of-the-art equipment
and more.
Couple the progress that the team is
making with increased fan support, and
the 2013 team has a chance to bring
back the soccer culture to Clemson. If
you look hard enough, there is footage
on the Internet of Clemson's National
Championship teams in 1982 or 1984,
which shows huge crowds at the games.
With the direction that Clemson
is headed it is very possible that Tiger
soccer fans could see history repeat itself
very soon. Football is still the top sport
on campus by far, but with the way that

progression of the team, and we feel
as though we will improve even more
by competing against the highest level
of competition. We have a very good
lineup of home matches this spring,
and we are looking forward to the start
of the season."
The Tigers will also participate in
the ITA All-American Tournament in
Tulsa, Okla., and the ITA Regionals in
Cary, N.C.next month.

the Clemson soccer team has improved,
it appears that there will become a much
larger following for the team than they
have had in the past six years.
As a soccer fan myself, I can't
imagine anything better than building
a respectable soccer team with a
passionate fan base that appreciates the
team that the University puts out on
the field.
It's only a matter of time before
Clemson starts to see former players go
on to play top-level soccer like perennial
United States National Team players
Stu Holden and Oguchi Onyewu,
who have both found themselves
on European teams like Bolton and
AC Milan.
My advice is to go appreciate the
team while you can, because it's starting
to look like a paramount season for the
Tigers, and if we're lucky, we might
just see a season similar to those in
the early-80's.

Reliable video streaming
Local customer care
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ROBERT SNYDER III
STAFF WRITER

Scrambling owners will flock to their televisions to cheer for their
favorite fantasy players this week but none will excite owners like the
Packers versus the Redskins match up this week as two hungry offenses
look to bounce back from tough losses. Look for old faces on the waivers
this week as plenty of older players have found new homes.

Players to Start
Michael Vick, QB, Philadelphia Eagles, (vs. Chargers) — Vick looks
like his old self in Chip Kelly's innovative and lightning-quick offense.
Vick will surely benefit from 50 plays a half and a solid number of
weapons around him. Look for Vick to have a good game against the
Chargers who could give up some points through the air next week as
the Eagles open at home.
Reggie Bush, RB, Detroit Lions, (at Cardinals) — In case you didn't
notice, Reggie Bush had a superb day on Sunday with 90 yards rushing
and 101 yards receiving. I believe that a team has finally fit Bush's
incredible skill set. Bush could fade like he has in years past, but 1 believe
he could have a huge year as the number two weapon in Detroit.
Eddie Lacy, RB, Green Bay Packers, (vs. Redskins) - Lacy had a nice
opening to his promising rookie campaign scoring 11 in his debut.
But look for Lacy to have a breakout rushing performance against
the Redskins. This Redskins defense got torched for all kinds of yards
through the air, on the ground, play action — you name it. Lacy could
cash in this week and may see the end zone a few times before the game
is over.
Leonard Hankerson, WR, Washington Redskins, (at Packers) Hankerson had a great game in a tough loss against the Eagles last week,
but a positive emerged from the disappointment: Hankerson emerged
as RGIU's favorite target. Now it isn't set in stone, but the more times
Hankerson puts it in the end zone, the more looks he'll get.
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Mike Williams, WR, Tampa Bay Buccaneers, (vs. Saints) - Williams
is one of the league's best number two receivers, but he has managed
to make himself a factor even with sharing the ball with star receiver
Vincent Jackson. Williams heads into a prominent matchup for wide
outs against the Saints at home this week. Don't be surprised to see him
reach pay dirt come Sunday.
Brent Celek,TE, Philadelphia Eagles, (vs. Chargers) - Celek looked
good scoring a touchdown on Monday Night Football — so good that
he'll probably be used much more often in this new fast-paced system
than he has in years past. Look for Celek to reach the end zone more
often this year with no other big target in the passing game for Vick.

have been inconsistent. Look for Johnson to have a tough time getting
the ball from rookie quarterback EJ Manuel as the Bills will most likely
run more to acclimate him to the system.
Eddie Royal, WR, San Diego Chargers, (at Eagles) - Royal had an
eye-opening first game last week with two touchdowns, but both were
in the red zone and on broken pass coverage. Don't think Royal will get
the same chances this week at always hostile Philadelphia.
Dallas Clark, TE, Baltimore Ravens, (vs. Browns) - Clark had a
solid outing to open the NFL season last Thursday, but don't look for
too many targets to fly Clark's way. The Ravens had to play catch-up
against the Broncos as Peyton Manning went on to break the record for
touchdown passes in a game.

Players to Sit
Players to Pick Up
Andy Dalton, QB, Cincinnati Bengals, (vs. Steelers) - Dalton
is everything you want in a young up-and-comer; he's got brains,
mobility and a tremendous number one target in A.J. Green. But he
hasn't developed the same chemistry with some of the new faces in his
offense and he faces a rejuvenated Steelers defense with star safety Troy
Polamalu flying around the backfield. It could be a long day for Dalton.
Maurice Jones-Drew, RB, Jacksonville Jaguars, (vs. Raiders) -JonesDrew is having a tough time regaining his old strength after a foot injury
sidelined him last season. Also MJD has a backup quarterback in Chad
Henne this week so defenses will surely be stacking the box. Sit this once
great fantasy back this week.
David Wilson, RB, New York Giants, (at Broncos) - Wilson had a
horrible opening performance as the Giants' feature back, two fumbles
and 14 yards on seven carries. He had a fumbling problem last year,
which led to Head Coach Tom Coughlin benching him for the majority
of the season. Wait for Wilson to get the trust of the coaches before he
sees to many touches.
Steve Johnson, WR, Buffalo Bills, (vs. Panthers) - Johnson faces
another year with another inexperienced quarterback. He's made the
most of his opportunities, don't get me wrong, but his quarterbacks

Chad Henne, QB, Jacksonville Jaguars, (at Raiders) —
Henne comes in this week for an injured Blaine Gabbert. The
chances of Henne blowing up this game and throwing for
bunches of touchdowns and yards is marginal. But he'll
have a chance against an unproven Raiders defense;
don't expect huge numbers, but Henne will be the starter
at least.
Kellen Winslow, TE, New York Jets, (at Patriots) - Winslow has
found new life in the fledgling Jets organization, but don't lose hope yet.
Winslow is one of the Jets' few decent receiving options for rookie Geno
Smith. Some chemistry could develop between these two, resulting in
some big numbers for this "has-been."
LeGarrette Blount, RB, New England Patriots, (vs. Jets)
- Blount has had his share of bad luck bouncing from team
to team, but he finds himself in a crowded backfield with no
surefire number one back. Blount is just the power back the
Patriots need near the goal line. Watch out for Blount's carries
to rise as Shane Vereen is injured and Stevan Ridley is yet
to show up.
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Hotlanta is about to get a little bit hotter with acts such as the
Red Hot Chili Peppers, Journey and Kendrick Lamar taking to
the stage in Piedmont Park as part of the 2013 Music Midtown
festival. The two-day event has had an up and down history — it
went on a five year hiatus back in 2006 — but since it's return
in 2011, Midtown has continued to strive to strike the balance
between safe classics and hot newcomers. While it hasn't been in
the festival's nature to break new names, it serves its purpose well
in providing a guaranteed time well spent and music well worth
listening to. It's a condensed weekend for people to maybe cut
their teeth on before taking on one of the huge summer fests.
Kendrick Lamar made his major-festival debut this summer
with slots at each of the Big Three — Coachella, Bonnaroo and
Lollapalooza. At Roo, he took to the largest stage (the same one
that Tom Petty himself would rock), proving to critics and fans
alike that his success with R&B wasn't the craft of hype but
stemmed from real quality. He'll be able to hold his own against
the rest of Midtown's lineup, which includes the punk rock classic
Red Hot Chili Peppers, the devilish blues of Reignwolf and
electro-tinged rock of Imagine Dragons.

With their 2012 debut studio release of "Night Visions,"
Imagine Dragons shot onto the mainstream radar. Still relatively
new, their opening track "Radioactive" constructs a gentle postapocalyptic atmosphere with dark drum and bass.
Dragons jam-packed their debut album with so many arenasized anthems — all killer, no filler — that will get the crowd
throwing themselves into the music if they aren't already. And
that's what the weekend is going to be all about — giving the
people what they want.
Most of the festival's lineup is easy enough. Yeah Yeah Yeahs'
has consistently given great live performances, still lull of energy
and as connected as they were when they first started playing.
A nervy and hostile guitar under Nick Zinner has always
complemented frontwoman Karen Orzolek, a woman who never
fails to make an impact, belting her litde indie lungs out and
usually sporting a trademark fingerless glove.
She'll waggle her way across the stage commanding the
audience to respect her. Versatile beats, courtesy of Brian Chase,
will be the force that drives the set into either its art-punk or
synth-pop territory.
Midtown collected a solid round of acts ranging across genres.
Going from the tender love song to depression that is YYY's
"Mosquito" to hip-hop benchmark creator, 2 Chainz and the
emotional catharsis of Weezer will take festival goers through a
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Red Hot Chili Peppers
Journey
Queen of the Stone Age
Yeah Yeah Yeahs
Imagine Dragons
Phoenix
Jane's Addiction
Weezer
2 Chainz
Kendrick Lamar
Cake
Tegan and Sara
Artie Monkeys
The Black Lips
North Mississippi Allstars
The Neighbourhood
Capital Cities
ZZ Ward
Drivin N Cryin
The Mowgli's
Mona
Reignwolf
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speed course of music appreciation.
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Krista Wunsche
Asst. TimeOut Editor
There are a lot of fashions that I'm deeply disappointed went
out of style. In a recent '80s movie binge, I realized that I was born
a generation too late: those '80s-style feather earrings in "Lost
Boys" can make a girl swoon. And say what you want about Ferris
Bueller's sister, but even Charlie Sheen couldn't take his eyes off
her. Worse, and to my eternal disappointment, I completely missed
the boyfriend jean bandwagon. To this day, I still have nightmares
about wagons of ridiculously comfortable trendsetters leaving me
behind to choke on a cloud of dust, suffering in my wardrobe of
oppressive skinnies.
But if Justin Timberlake has taught me anything, it's that
anyone can bring something back. That guy brought sexy back
before we even noticed it was missing — don't tell me that's
not impressive. Someone had to re-pioneer the maxi dress, and
someone else valiandy fought for the crop top. Whether you like

these revivals or not, the fact is, someone went out of their way to
make them happen. I, for one, applaud these fashionista warriors in
their dedication to fighting for the trends they love. It's a call that
we all can answer. Whether your extinct fashion obsession be the
beret, the corduroy skirt or — God forbid — the mullet (please
though, avoid the mullet), with these steps you, too, can bring
them back to life.

Soften it with exuding fa&hionA
No one can pull off an Abe Lincoln height top-hat until a trend
of top-hats has been established (though good luck with that one).
The same applies to every other fashion. When you're looking to
bring something back, it's best to incorporate it gradually. It's the
trends that can be integrated into modern styles that make the best
comebacks. The maxi-dress is often paired with a jean jacket, and
the crop top with high-waisted shorts. It is for these reasons that
items like corsets and medieval ball gowns have remained stuck in
small, strange subcultures. Next time, maybe start with a shorter
top-hat and a pretty blouse before going for the whole hog.

igch cbaceneuj comfortable
Comfort, real or perceived, has a huge influence in the spread of
fashions. I am fairly certain that it's the only reason that sweatpants
have lasted so long. Last year's leather boots revival? One of the
most comfortable trends that I've shamelessly jumped on. When

you look comfortable, people want to be in your shoes, figuratively
and, in this case, literally. You already know that your trend is cute.
Once you make it cute and comfortable, it becomes unstoppable.

live up to your outfit
Depending on the how dramatic your style revival, people are
going to notice. The way to pull anything off is to live up to what
you are wearing. Part of that means you have to be wearing it in
the right place. Don't try to revive the beret at a baseball game; you
might want to try a coffee shop first. Actually, now that I think
about it, try everything in a coffee shop before introducing it to
the outside world. The other part of living up to your outfit means
that you have to exude a specific confidence and self-assuredness to
match what you are wearing and the fact that no one else is wearing
yet.

Hock it, and rock it hard
"Hey there, sexy. You look awesome. I want to look like you.
No, I want to be you. You are smart, charming and cooler than
an ice-cold sweet tea after a Carolina summer day. You are more
attractive than iron in a dipole. Your daring outfits give me goose
bumps in the best way possible." If you aren't thinking this to your
reflection, you aren't rocking it. When you have the confidence
to look hot in anything, you also have the confidence to bting
anything back.
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Matthew Castello
Staff Writer
Coming out of high school, I started
looking at colleges and deciding on a major.
I couldn't believe some of the choices
that universities offer these days. Heck,
packaging science is a major here, and that's
straight up awesome. It goes to show what
an ever-changing world we live in and the
kind of career opportunities our society
needs professionals to fill. On that note,
it's pretty fun to sit back and think of new
majors, while we most likely wouldn't have
or need in the future, would be indubitably
gnarly. Go ahead and try thinking of your
own. Meanwhile, I'd like to introduce these

ietiftf ft Cooking

Traveling

As evidenced through our inclusion
of recipes and the good amount of time
and space we've dedicated in the past to
talking about food, we like to cook and, in
turn, eat, at The Tiger. On that note, how
about a foodstuffs major? While this major
wouldn't have the advanced pedigree of
culinary school, it would in fact be a way
to work on cooking skills. Plus, everybody
could then eat what they cooked. I see this
major offering low level classes in the form of
"The Perfect Grilled Cheese," COOK 1030,
before moving up to the likes of "Homemade
Caviar," COOK 8560 in the last semester of
undergraduate studies. However, offering a
food major for college students would open
the admission floodgates, so you would be
wise to apply early.

This one might be my most outrageous
suggestion yet based on how much it would
cost to ship hundreds upon thousands of
students all over the country and world.
Oh well. This major would take its students
all over, helping them learn history and
cultures at an up-close and personal level.
The national parks, NASA Headquarters,
D.C. and Ground Zero in-country; Rome,
England, China and South Africa abroad.
The possibilities for where one could journey
would be endless. Consider this major to be
the equivalent of studying abroad but for
eight straight semesters.

zany new majors to Clemson.

Playing Cards
Netflixing
I've talked before about what a nice timefiller or distraction the online multimedia
provider can be, so why not take it another
step further? As I see it, students in this
major would be asked to watch plenty of
movies and TV shows each semester. The
major would require no tests, quizzes or
anything of the like, only a student's desire
to apply what he or she watches and learns to
his or her daily life. (Side note, the message
from "Breaking Bad" would not, in fact, be
to make meth.) Each semester the shows and
movies would get progressively deeper and
contain more meaning. Think action movies
first semester of freshman year, advancing
to movies based on classic literature senior
year. Quite obviously these classes would be
online, in which case students would not
have to worry about buying books, or being
late to class or parking services. Everybody's
a winner.

I've recently gotten really into playing
cards. When you have to start paying for
your own electricity, you begin identifying
alternative ways of entertaining yourself
other than the classic TV and Xbox
combination. There's such a plethora of
card games in the world, and who knows
how many card dealers we may need in Las
Vegas and Atlantic City in the next 10 to
20 years. That could be you! Like the two
previous majors I've mentioned, games could
get progressively more difficult throughout
a student's four years, from "Go Fish" in
the beginning to the most difficult game
in the world at the end ... whatever that
might be. Tests would cover basic rules for
every card game imaginable, as well as tricks
of the trade and perhaps even questions on
the history of playing cards. Why not even
bring in professionals from the World Series
of Poker to teach classes? Extra credit for
anyone who can learn and effectively show
off magic tricks.

his seventh studio.
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8 p.m.
$6 students
Jug Tavern Festival
Winder Festival Grounds

Winder, Ga.

Social Media
Let's not kid ourselves, we would all
ace this major. I envision this one requiring
students to touch up their Twitter, Facebook,
Vine, Instagram, Snapchat, Pinterest and
Tumblr skills, on top of all the other forms of
social media I left out or that are likely to be
invented between the time it took for me to
write this and for it to get to print. Students
could learn the ins and outs of all the
different applications, on top of thinking of
their own creative social media outlets. I can
see this major actually being a constructive
one as people get so overwhelmed with all
the tweeting, messaging and picture taking
that they get fed up entirely and we all get
back to conversing like people did pre-2000.
But then again, that's highly optimistic.
Imagine yourself acing a class called "The
History of Hashtagging."

Sleeping
This one's self explanatory. Who among
us hasn't asked themselves why this isn't a
major to begin with?
Too bad there's not a major for coming
up with new majors or I'd already have
my degree.

this 10-year visual thesis, "The 'night paintings'
began with my attempt to structure, within
painting, the personal loss experienced as one
that I love slipped away into an illness that erases
memory, thereby collapsing the relation we had
into darkness." This is no thematic simplicity of
the romantic palette of the Hudson River
cause and effect. So much is embedded into the
Valley landscapes, the application of paint
reference of time and mass and loss; both figure
and expressively bold strokes almost answer to
Jackie Kuntz
and ground are established and paramount
Goya influences. This is just one of the many
— the earnest conversation between the two
Columnist
paradoxes this body of work manifests. Is the
is left up to the viewer to grasp and unravel.
subject matter visceral or landscape oriented?
The work "impels presence" by referencing the
Is it a depiction of some tragic decomposition
I sat in the Lee Gallery, watching as visitors
inevitably ephemeral through its undeniably
or something full of life? Is it confrontational
approached the work of Dana Saulnier. Each
"carnal" imagery. Its flesh tones, warmth and
and threatening, or is it the culmination and
was curious, some almost uncomfortable,
weight, become an abstracted tumbling and
destruction of something that can no longer
witnessing something struggling and vulnerable
struggling heap of life that rises and falls like
bear its own weight? Upon closer examination,
but all the same, dangerous. While the textured
the breath in one's chest. The paintings posses
one can make out a hand, a storm, a cup, a sail
ridges on the painting's surface tempted a closer
no deliberate context: the arbitrary scenery,
or arguably a human spine, but the over all
examination, the viewers keep their distanceand
lost for placement or time, becomes the perfect
aesthetic is abstracted grandeur. An interview
held their breath, waiting for this writhing,
stage for this cyclic struggle. The braided forms
with the artist cast light on the subject nature of
carnal mass to come tumbling out of the frame.
mushroom and build without rational
Dana Saulnier lives and works
or regard to stability before folding
in rural Ohio. The influence of his
in on themselves in a cataclysmic
environment — its deep colors,
implosion. The grief of the artist's loss
elemental texture and pulsating passing
weighs heavy in the air. A raw human
of time in nature — swell and seep
reverence is shared.
from the canvas. Every fiery hue of red
The show will be open until Sept.
and every sappy-deep-green references
25 with an informative lecture by the
the organic while subtle flesh tones
visiting artist on Sept. 16 in Room 100
peeking from beneath the build up of
Lee Hall from 5:30 until 6:30 p.m. The
texture; the gestural hand of the'artist is
lecture will be followed by a reception
the work's dominant trait. Though the
for the artist in the Lee Gallery, light
This exhibit is a mid-career survey of works made over a 10
color scheme seems to most reference
refreshments will be served.
year period, coinciding with the artist's 10th anniversary in
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Artie Monkeys

Cody Smoldt
Staff Writer

TimeOut says:
Ifs impossible to pretend that their days
of being the obscure crowing jewel in
every indie kid's playlist still exist. Here in
their sixth album, they've grown up and
out with a flair of R&B.

Bed and Bugs
Obits

* «>>v

TimeOut says:
Garage rock thafs been dipped into a sea
of cranky guitars. There's a ragged edge
to their songs that is the mark of a band
who's hit the happy medium.

Factory Floor

When "House of Balloons" dropped in March 2011, the face behind The
Weeknd was still a mystery. Several months later, Abel Tesfaye was working
with Drake on "Take Care" and was a shortlist nominee for Canada's esteemed
Polaris Prize. Tesfaye went from a faceless stranger to the head of a modern
R&B revival seemingly overnight. During the rest of the year, The Weeknd
received a tremendous amount of acclaim and recognition for his work on two
more free mixtapes as well as "Take Care." Tesfaye even drew comparisons to
the late Michael Jackson (a claim he lives up to on "Echoes of Silence's" dark
and sexual cover of Jackson's "Dirty Diana,").
At the time of its release, "House of Balloons" was a disturbing tale of
the party and the after-party that was made all the more frightening by its
anonymity. Lots of artists talk about "the high" but on "HoB" the come down
is just as important. The other mixtapes touch on similar themes, but nothing
compares to that first look into Tesfaye's bleak world. The minimal (and
Beach House sampling!) production of Ulagelo and Doc McKinney give push
Tesfaye's shockingly confessional vocals to the forefront and pull the listener
further down with him.
Despite his unexpected success, Tesfaye had a relatively quiet 2012. He
signed his first record deal with Republic Records (a joint deal with his own
XO records) and released 201 l's trilogy of mixtapes as a triple album with
three bonus tracks of new material as the aptly named "Trilogy." "Trilogy" has
since been certified Gold by Nielsen Soundscan. The Weeknd also performed

2. The Town
3. Adaptation
\. Love In The Sky
5. Belong To The World
6. Live For (Feat. Drake)
7. Wanderlust
8. Kiss Land
9. Pretty
10. Tears In The Rain

at California mega-fest, Coachella, to kick off a worldwide tour that would
also include stops in New York, Chicago and Spain's Primavera Sound Festival.
Now "Kiss Land" is finally here and the party started in "Trilogy" is over.
"Kiss Land" finds Tesfaye wresding with his newfound fame and life on the
road (he's got a brand new place that apparently, he's only seen twice all year).
Tesfaye actually sounds scared; scared of the world and what it might hold
for him. The production on "Kiss Land" is much more prominent than the
hazy minimalism used on "Trilogy." The beats steal some of the spotlight
from Tesfaye's impressive vocals. This could just be a product of record label
intervention, or it could be that the spotlight has become frightening for
Tesfaye.
Not everything has changed though. "Kiss Land" is 10 straight tracks with
no features (except for Drake who drops by for a verse on "Live For"). The
lyrics are still dark and occasionally even frightening; drugs and sex are still
everywhere; Tesfaye is still an absolutely phenomenal singer and lyricist. The
Weeknd could have used the fame and record label to make a safe and featureladen R&B record and this is what we got. So maybe the party isn't exactly
over. Maybe it's just getting started.
"Kiss Land" was released worldwide on Sept. 10 and is available for
streaming in several locations including NPR and Spotify.

11. Wanderlust
(Pharrell Remix)
12. Odd Look (Kavinsky Feat
The Weeknd)

Factory Floor

••••<r

TimeOut says:
The post-industrial result of a techno,
house dance mashup. Surprisingly,
this album proves that the trio's bodyspasming sounds translates just as well
through a studio.

On Om Pond
Man Man

•

I
to

I have reason to believe that I have discovered one of the best kept secrets of this institution.
On a seemingly normal day, I had just finished eating a meal at Harcombe dining hall and
went to put my plates on the conveyer belt when I felt something odd. As I walked closer and
closer to the right side of the belt where it makes a turn, I knew that something was wrong.
I heard noises past the turn, and I felt a tingling sensation through my whole body. I knew
what was on the other side immediately — it was Clemson's portal to Narnia. One day you
could cross over and find a beautiful land with King Asian from a room that is supposed to
be a dish room. A person could be on Earth one second and cross over into a land of talking
animals the next.
I debated climbing onto the belt and riding it into the promised land that I'd just
discovered, only to be stopped as I thought of the things that could possibly go wrong. I could
sit on the belt and it could make a loud screeching noise and stop because the belt can only
take the weight of plates. I would then be laughed at by everyone in the packed dining hall for
trying to ride into our campus's Narnia. I soon realized that I was standing there daydreaming
for about two minutes while people walked past me, looking at me like I was a freak.
I did the only reasonable thing I could have done at this moment, which was run to the
wall behind the belt. I went up to the wall and put my ear up against it, hoping to hear
J&I
more clues. Before I was able to focus myself and listen closely, I was approached by a
dining hall worker who, for the sake of her own safety, will remain unnamed. She
politely asked me to get my face off the wall. I knew right then that the dining
hall workers were in on this secret and that they were sworn to secrecy. Nothing
could stop me now; I was knew too much to stop the investigation.
The next day, I went up to three dining hall workers and politely, but
firmly, demanded to know their secrets. I told them I already knew most
of it and was only looking for confirmation, yet it seems they were trained
to abstain from reacting in any way when questioned. However, once I
mentioned the conveyer belt, they all got shifty and their eyes darted in the
direction of their manager. I didn't need any more signals to know that my
theory had just been proven. I'm not the writer that this university wants —
I'm the writer this university needs. Solving mysteries and using my incredible
deductive and investigative skills, I was able to crack a top five Clemson secret in
just two days. Watch for my next article, in which I investigate the true secrets of
Clemson's "library." |
—Kashyap Yechuri, staff writer
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TimeOut says:
A good dose of pop enthusiasm mixes
well with big hooks and imaginative lyrics
for the band's fifth full length release.
GRAPHIC BY: KENDALL SEAGROVES / timeout layout editor
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REEL
Joshua Rooks
Staff Writer

TALK

X

Hello hello, everyone. It's that time — time to
sit down, turn on the Netflix machine and learn
about some of the greatest shows you've never heard
of. I mentioned last week about how I would break
down "Orange is the New Black," but after some
friendly polling it appears that nearly everyone with
Netflix has heard of this show by this point. So, in
the wisdom of my superiors and peers, I sought out
a new show, and this edition we will be breaking
down the great cult classic that is "Firefly."
Now, you may or may not know about
"Firefly." If you do, that's great and everything I'm
about to say will be totally redundant to you, so
don't spoil it for everyone else. If you don't know
what "Firefly" is, then I'm about to introduce to
you a great show that was cut short in its prime. In
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a nutshell, "Firefly" is a Western that takes place in
space and in the future. Odd mix, right? Wait; it
gets better.
"Firefly" is the brainchild of everyone's favorite
writer who happens to love ruining what we're
watching. I'm speaking, of course, about Joss
Whedon. Yes, THE Joss Whedon, the man behind
"The Avengers," and "Buffy the Vampire Slayer."
If you're like me and you saw the movie "Serenity"
before you heard of "Firefly," then you can share
in the woeful pity that comes with the realization
that you saw the sequel before the original product.
My roommates did the same thing. Imagine the
surprise when we realized there was even more to
the story, an actual story to go with that! Hopefully
you'll partake in the same wonder that we did.
"Firefly" is the creation of Joss Whedon, a space
Western that takes place in the 2500s. The show
takes its name from the type of spaceship that the
main cast flies in. The ship is named Serenity and
is a Firefly class ship. See what the Whedon did
there? The crew of Serenity is unlike your normal
spacecrew. You don't have Patrick Stewart in all
his stoic grace commanding them to boldly go
where no man has ever gone before; nor do you
have William Shatner shagging up with every
space babe he finds. Instead, you have a renegade
group of misfits, banding together to scrape by in a
rough galaxy filled with evil, ravenous and mindless
space zombies.
What I'm referring to are, in order, the Alliance
and the Reavers. The Alliance essentially governs the
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star system in which the series takes place with an
iron fist. The Reavers are a mindless fringe "society"
(and that's putting it lightly) bent on destruction
with whomever they contact. While all of this takes
place, the crew of Serenity, led by Mai Reynolds
(Nathan Fillian) and a grab bag crew scuttle from
world to world as they deal with internal conflicts
and those stemming from Alliance or Reaver
origins. The crew ranges anywhere from a simple
stargazer or pilot to mercenaries looking for their
next paycheck. There is romance, there is strife and
there's a whole lot of action, just like you'd expect
in something from the Joss.
While left with wanting for more, as "Firefly"
only lasted one season, we the viewers are lucky
enough that an entire feature film was developed
to finish fleshing out the world that Whedon
introduced. "Firefly" is a cult classic that does
more for its unique genre than any other. Perhaps
the most hauntingly beautiful aspect of this series
is not its penchant for over-the-top science fiction
sound effects, but its use of silence, mimicking the
cold quiet of space. Add that in with imagery of the
Wild West and an odd futuristic pan-Asian world
and you have the universe of "Firefly."
That's all the time we have for this week's
edition of Reel Talk. If you have a show you think
deserves some recognition, send your feedback
to the editors; I'm sure they'd love your spam, I
mean, valued contributions. Until next time, enjoy
spending another weekend watching yet another
entire series!

IN THEATERS
TODAY:
The Family

fttrkirk

TimeOut says:
Eqifel parts comedy and suspense,
this film follows an ex-mob man and
his family running to France under
the Witness Protection Program. But
despite their precarious situation, the
family members can't keep from their
old ways ... with hilarious results.

Insidious 2

5: Clemson Hashtaas
School is officially back in session, and you can no longer blame the
transition period for remnant summer laziness or confusion about where
your class is. You can, however, talk about it on social media. Now that
Facebook incorporates this Twitstagram staple, it only seems right to oudine
the top five hashtags we use to show love for, complain about or acknowledge
the fine, fine students (here's looking at you, Clemson Crushes) of our dear
old Clemson on social.

Haley Nieman
Staff Writer

If you call yourself a Clemson student, employee, alumni or fan, this
hashtag is for you! It is the feel-good connection to all of your brothers
and sisters who also pledge their loyal devotion to the Tigers. It's a social
media family affair.

#Clemsonfamilu
TimeOut says:
SHSfB

A catalogue for our University's quirks. This is an obvious choice for
pairing with sunsets, shout outs to local restaurants or the little things that
bring a smile to our orange-painted faces.

#onkjinClemson
Doesn't it just make you want to eat a caramel apple pop while
walking across Library Bridge and feeling the crisp — albeit humid —
wind that means a Clemson fall is imminent? Clemson orange will soon
be splashed in the trees, proclaiming that autumn has arrived and we are
all indeed falling for Clemson.

For the straightforward types that don't want to mess around with
their hashtagging, this is a much-loved classic. It links to all things orange
and white and is likely the most widely-used hashtag in Clemson social.
Tigernet.com punctuates every tweet with #Clemson, so if you are looking
to get on their radar, here's your chance. Use it to link to any Clemson
conversation, as a digital embodiment of the Clemson spirit.

J

#fallforClemson

t
#Clemsonprobs

MI

From the makers of "Saw" and
"Paranormal Activity" comes another
Hollywood ready horror. Predictable
to the last drop, but it will still keep
viewers covering their eyes — maybe
out of pain, maybe out of fear.

And While We
Were Here

A fan favorite for remarking on Clemson problems we love to hate. *
Your computer's battery is withering with no open oudets in sight? Sounds
like a Clemson prob. You've gained too much freshman poundage from
eating Schilletter every day? Clemson, you've done it again. Classes on
Labor Day? Clemson. Problems. Let's all tweet it out.

#Clemson

TimeOut says:
Selected by both the Tribeca and
Locarno Film festivals, this is a wellspun tale of wrecked love.
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Oh, heck yes!
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Mom says I can
do whatever I set my
mind to!

What are you
studying now?
Engineering
Architecture

Other

You know you're
in college, right'

Agriculture

good

Sort of

1-10

11 + '

How's your smile?
Dazzling

Can you grow
as well c
you grow plant!

Wait.
\, Yeah, No.

No

[)

obvs

in orange? \

Maybe

Stop. Do you
have people
skills?

How many classes
HAVE you been to?

Do you own
and look

Do you have
any time to
even fill out
an application?
Ha! No.

Like, with responsibility
I can hardly make it
to class.

•

Yes

Are you
willing to work
on them? "~

Mmm ... maybe

Easily.
•

f Be assertive.

At least
you'll see him
next semester.

■**

GRAPHIC BY: KENDALL SEAGROVES / timeout layout editor
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«M&ALK
% Kayia Folten
From:

Mojor:
phic CommunicaHons

.. the moment:
"I feef great. This
arightened my day.
About the took:
"Fun and flirty-

Target
Earrings:
Entourage
'aokbag:
larget

Megan Jeffcoat

Casey McCu

■

*

From:
Prosperity, S.C.
Major:
Biology

lit

From:
Charleston, S.C.
Major:
Computer Engineers
Going to:
"Computer organizai

Going to:
"Vertebrate Biology lab"
>.

About the look:
"Reserved, classy cute"
Bag:
International fest
Columbia
Shoes:
Hand-me downs from
mother

MR
wk

At the moment:
"I'm pumped it's my birthday."

W

;]^T^»M|
I

r' &■■

i

About the look:
"Southern gent"
Glasses:
K-mart

Brooks Brothers

Mm//j elm flH o
KRISTA WUNSCHE/Assistant Ti

At the moment:
"Tired, it's been a long
day."

Shoes:
Rainbows
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Pasatiempos
The Impossible Quiz
1. Which word is an old-time curse word?
A.
Slampoon
B.
Fridarick
C.
Gebable
D.
Bejabbers

AQUARIUS
Jan. 20-Feb. 79

3>V.PISCES

Beat the Editor

*^£ &Feb. 20 - March 20

Caroline Weaver

ARIES

Sports Layout Editor

March 2I - April 20

£) TAURUS

Caroline's answers:

April 21 -May 20

1. Fridarick
2. France
3. European monarchs
4. Musical instruments may
not be sold on Sunday.

3. Who first rocked high heels?
A.
French revolutionaries
B.
European monarchs
C.
Persian warriors
D.
Russian czars

5. 1960

m

i <<>

m

GEMINI

* May 21 -June 21

4^

CANCER
June 22 - July 22

6. James Patterson

Your language learning efforts will pay off
more than you think. Keep using every
opportunity to practice and soon you will
finally have the skills to chat up that hot
exchange student.
Your friends give you affectionate
k nicknames and agree that you're pretty
much their teddy bear. Some of them may
need your hugs this week, so stay huggable.
It seems that your former significant other
has pulled away for good, but there's no
need to fret. You were pretty much out of
their league the whole time.
The real world is knocking at your door and
. before you know it, your time at Clemson
r will be gone. Use this week to do the things
left on your graduation bucket list. The
Smokin Pig never gets old.

7. Cricket
LEO

8. Canada
4. Which is not a South Carolina law?
A.
Musical instruments may not be
sold on Sunday.
B.
It is a capital offense to
inadvertently kill someone while
attempting suicide.
C.
Horses may not be kept
in bathtubs.
D.
Cobblers may not make shoes
on Sundays.
did Greek life come to Clemson?
1940
1950
1960
1970

6. What writer also had a musical career?
A.
Dan Brown
B.
James Patterson
C.
Stephen King
D.
Anne Rice
7. What sport
A.
B.
C.
D.

There are a couple cuties who have you on
k their mind, you foxy thing, you. The only
problem for you will be figuring out what
you really want.

niiiiiiiiiniiiiiHiHiiHiiiiiniiiiii)iimiiH)iii)nnmintiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimitn»

2. From where did French fries orginate?
A.
America
B.
Belgium
C.
Germany
D.
France

5. What year
A.
B.
C.
D.

This is the week to answer the call of
the outdoors. Take your friends and go
camping, hiking or even mountain biking.
Go make some blue-ridge memories.

is wildly popular in India?
Baseball
Basketball
Cricket
Squash

July 23 - Aug. 23
Compare your answers with Caroline's
by checking below.

- Sept. 22

IGER
Hello Darlings,
Lola Mynx here, your lovely On
The Prowl columnist; well, former
columnist. I've eloped to France
with a very tall, very dark, very
handsome individual, leaving my
old sex column quite far behind. But
if you think you would like to step
into my furry shoes, by all means,
send a writing sample of your
sex column to
timeout@thetigernews.com.
Bon voyage mes amies!
Kisses,

8. What country in the Americas has the
highest percentage of blondes?
A.
Canada
B.
United States
C.
Argentina
D.
Uruguay

V-8 '0-Z V-9 'Q-9 'd-fr '3-£ 'a-Z 'O-V :sJ9MSuv

FIND RUSTY AND
FRIENDS!
Rusty the Bear and his friends are hidden
somewhere inside this edition of The Tiger.
Of course, they are much smaller than this.
Good luck!

fi
&&£

o

LIBRA
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

SCORPIO
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22-Dec. 21

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. 19

SUDOKU
2
8
6 9 3
5

4
3

Though adjusting to college has been going
V pretty well, beware, the first round of tests
is coming up.
You've taken on new responsibilities this
semester, so things can seem kind of hectic.
W Don't forget to take a breather for moment
or two. A quiet sit in a coffee shop can do
you wonders.
You both like each other, but question now
is who is going to make the first move. As
W much as your crushes brown eyes smolder,
you may have to be the one to actually
initiate things.
Your roommates are lovely people, but
► living together isn't working out as you
hoped. To save the everyone's sanity start
buying the group ice cream. Rumor has it
that ice cream fixes everything.
Your relationship managed to survive
w a long-distance summer. It may be an
indication that this one's worth keeping.

Living off-campus has been more fun than
• you expected. Freedom and the CATBus
are your best friends.

Skill Level: ♦♦♦OOO

5

7
4
1

9
2

9

1

6

7

1
4

8
4

3

5
2

9
6
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47
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62
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Across
1- Engrossed
5- Bridge declaration
10- A shivering fit - often
a precursor to malaria
14- Pulitzer winner James
15- State of confusion;
16- Mex. miss
17- Paul Sorvino's
daughter
18- Shampoo brand
19- Mariners can sail on
seven of these
20- Einstein's birthplace
21- Light of a candle
23- Manatee
25- Black cuckoos
26- Subtlety
29- Loathe
33- Attentive, warning of
danger
35- Choir members
37degree
38- All there
39- Relish
40- "Not guilty," e.g.
41- Curve

42- Holder
43- Port-au-Prince is its
capital
44- Spanish rice dish
46- Slowpokes
48- Dame
Everage
50- Foamy
53- English dramatist
58- "The Simpsons"
bartender
59- Capital of the
Ukraine
60- Blast from the past
61- Musical Home
62- Mogul capital until
1658
63- Food and water
64- Doozy
65- God of thunder
66- Australian cockatoo
67- Former Fords
Down
1- Small branch
2- Nimble
3- Endurance
4- Some like it hot

5- Pledge
6- Fishing reel
7- Canned
8- Roman general
9- Grandeur
10- Help
11- Golfer Norman
12- Mormon state of
western USA
13- Compass direction
21 - Layer of paint
22- Untruths, tells
falsehoods
24- Remedy
27- James of "The
Godfather"
28- Santa's aides
30- Enrollment
31- Editor's mark
32- Asian cuisine
33- Quickly, quickly
34- Dr. Zhivago's love
36- Ripped
39- Farewell appearance
40Alto
42- Shoppe adjective
43- Put on the payroll

45- Jamlike spread of
prunes or apricots
47- Anew
49- Cop
51- Perfected
52- A long time
53- Three-player card
game
54- Lofty
55- Flying start?
56- Pulitzer-winning
biographer Leon
57- Verdi heroine
61- Chat room chuckle

Oh hey there
beautiful...

Never you fear - the
answers will soon be
here! Check back in
next week's issue.

PHOTO OF THE

w

"Bella Lune"
by: Jenna Kohles

Do you have a camera? Do you have a friend with
a camera? Do you think you take pretty pictures?
Well, send them to timeout@thetigernews.com
and perhaps you'll see yours featured next.

NEED A JOB?

LAST WEEK'S
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Cornerstone
Dale A. Hardy, DMD
190 Mutual Drive
Anderson, SC 29621
Phone:864-222-9001
Fax. 864-222-9009

Call for your FREE consultation with Dr. Har
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tenf/y find that a con
smile is tht
most in professional and personal first impressions. Do you love your
smile? With Six Month Smiles, adult cosmetic braces, we can gently
straighten your smile in an average time of only six months. :
nearly invisible so youi fnendi maynoteven fa
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STRAIGHTEN YOUR SMILE
BYTHEENDOFTHEYEAR!

E.

PLUS receive $500 off the cost of
Six Month Smiles cosmetic braces!
Receive a FREE whitening kit, valued at $300.
Financing Available
Dr. Hardy is a full service general dentist

CornerstoneSmiles.com
■

Six MONTH SMILES'
- S>* It
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Community Features

Planned Clubhouse & Amenities for 2013
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Lagoon-Style Pool
Hot Tub
Sun Ledge
Outdoor Fireplace
Large Fitness Center with Cardio & Free Weights
Coffee Bar
Game Room
Event Room
Golf Simulator
Study Area with Business Center
Outdoor Grill & Tables
Sand Volleyball Court
Basketball Court
8-Acre Park with Benches

Tom Winkopp Realtor/Developer, LLC
391 College Avenue, Suite 103
Clemson, SC 29631

r

■ 2,3,4,5 & 6 Bedroom Cottages
with an extra 1/2 Bath tor Guests
■ Waterfront Pier & Walking Trails
■ 5 Minutes from Campus
■ Private Shuttle
■ Pet Friendly

Cottage Features
■
■
■
■
■

Wireless Internet
Private Bedrooms & Bathrooms
Granite Countertops
Stainless Steel Appliances
Washer/Dryer Included

PRICES START AT $554
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED!
8S4.654.7549 for leasing
864.S54.2200 for sales
wvvw.thepieratclemson.corn
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